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Gastrointestinal stomas constitute an evident anatomical modification, but their 
perception by patients represents a serious and unacceptable alteration of the body schema. 
Esophagostomy, gastrostomy, and jejunostomy are usually temporary, but ileostomy and 

colostomy are permanent in many cases. Two purposes characterize the two types of 
intestinal stomas: to divert intestinal content and to allow enteral nutrition. The purpose 
of the stoma in the therapeutic program is surrounded by many misunderstandings and 

this notice given by surgeons is horrifying to patients. In this therapeutic scenario the 
enterostomal therapist plays a central role. This book pays great attention to the care of the 
stoma and its therapeutic role, but overall the need is to prevent diagnostic and therapeutic 

procedures for this surgical alteration to the body’s anatomy.
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Preface

Gastrointestinal stoma is a therapeutic measure that has been evident for a long
time but which retains its validity even among the great and overwhelming
advances in clinical practice. Some technical details of the performance of stomas
and the frequency of use of the procedure have dramatically reduced but the
indications have not changed. Currently, the vast majority of gastrointestinal
stomas are temporary. Surgical indications of gastrointestinal stomas in dif-
ferent sites of the digestive tract are based on various pathological conditions.
Frequency of the employment of intestinal stomas has varied greatly as time
passes, and is linked to evolutions of therapeutic perspectives. Furthermore, the
surgical techniques had ameliorative modifications with changes in therapeutic
procedures. Most intestinal stomas are temporary, with a program to restore
intestinal continuity: emergency ostomy in particular cases of intestinal obstruc-
tion, some anastomoses such as coloanal or ileoanal needing temporary diverting
ileostomy, and temporary feeding ileostomy. Great care is required in perform-
ing and treating ostomy, because the procedure is a fundamental part of the
therapeutic program and involves the surgeon, the patient, and the nurse stoma
therapist. The therapeutic commitment of ostomy is not limited to local control
but involves the evaluation and treatment of general conditions in ostomy feed-
ing and the balance of fluid and electrolyte depletion in cecostomy and diverting
ileostomy.

The first section, “Stoma Care,” consists of four chapters. The “Introductory
Chapter: Role of Colostomy in the Colorectal Pathologies” shows synthetically
the current use of colostomy as a complement to colorectal surgery, with the
changes that have occurred. The chapter “Stoma Revision on the Flaps in Cases of
Abdominal Wall Defect with Digestive Tract Rupture” exposes the very complex
topic of incisional hernia with abdominal wall defect, involving intestinal stoma. 
Resolution of this technical problem comprises various and discussed surgical 
procedures. The chapter “Intestinal Ostomy Complications and Care” develops
completely and clearly the planning of ostomy and the outcomes of intestinal 
stomas evaluating functional and anatomopathological complications. The chapter
“Gastric Microbiota: Between Health and Disease” is very interesting. The chapter
introduces the important theme of the change in intestinal microbiota following 
gastrointestinal stomas. This topic in particular looks at cases of stomas that need 
enteral feeding.

In the second section, “Stomas Prevention,” there are two chapters. The chapter
“Full Colonoscopy in Patients under 50 Years Old with Lower Gastrointestinal 
Bleeding” shows a clinical problem of great social impact: early diagnosis of colonic
neoplasm from non-specific signs of gastrointestinal bleeding. This topic looks
at the role of full colonoscopy compared with sigmoidoscopy and the usefulness
of early diagnosis to prevent the risk of ostomy in the therapeutic program of
colorectal cancer. The chapter “Radioimaging Diagnosis of Vaterian Ampulloma: 
Technique, Semiology, and Differential Diagnosis - Review” shows the complex
diagnostic problem of perivaterian pathologies. Correct diagnosis allows the
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appropriate therapeutic choice to be made and reduces the risk of complications 
and intestinal stomas.

Vincenzo Neri
University of Foggia,

Italy
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Chapter 1

Introductory Chapter: Role of 
Colostomy in the Colorectal 
Pathologies
Vincenzo Neri

1. Introduction

Gastrointestinal stomas can be performed during the surgical treatment of 
various colorectal diseases. The therapeutic indications of colostomy are the 
decompression in the treatment of intestinal obstruction or the need of definitive or 
temporary exclusion of intestinal transit.

2. Functional and anatomical characteristics of colostomy

The first subdivision is between temporary and definitive colostomy; this 
distinction is based on the therapeutic perspective. Following anatomical crite-
rion, the stomas can be divided as terminal and parietal. The parietal colostomies 
encompass cecostomy and loop colostomy. They are usually temporary, and fecal 
diversion is often partial; their site can be right iliac fossa (cecostomy) or left iliac 
fossa (sigmoidostomy) and right paraumbilical site (transverse colonoscopy). 
Loop colostomy can be stabilized by a stick. Cecostomy usually is completed by the 
self-retained catheter fixed by the purse-string suture. Technical simplicity and 
rapid accomplishment are the characteristics of cecostomy. In the past, the parietal 
colostomies, as transverse colostomy, have been employed with the aim to prevent 
the leakage or dehiscence of the colorectal anastomosis, but now this role has been 
denied. In summary cecostomy may be indicated as a means of gas decompression 
in colonic obstruction, and transverse colostomy can instead ensure fecal diversion 
which is generally partial. End colostomy allows total fecal diversion. This can be 
employed in case of resection of diseased segment of the colon, and the immediate, 
contextual anastomosis is judged to be uncertain and not indicated. End colostomy 
is recommended rather than loop colostomy as permanent ostomy. In some condi-
tions, such as Hartmann’s procedure, there is also the distal end of the colon that can 
be treated as mucus fistula.

3. Indications for colostomy

The purpose of colostomy should be evaluated based on some reflections: 
clinical frame, functional aim, and temporal perspective of the procedure. The 
indications for colostomy can occur in the elective or urgent clinical conditions. The 
elective situation provides the bowel preparation; the patients may be submitted 
to the surgical procedure in the best general conditions. It will be also possible to 
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choose the correct site on the abdominal wall of ostomy. Some clinical conditions 
that require elective temporary colostomy are the treatment of rectovaginal and rec-
tovesical fistula and inflammatory perineal disease; temporary colostomy usually is 
required for the protection of insecure low colorectal anastomosis. More frequently 
colostomy in the emergent clinical conditions is performed. In the first line are the 
traumatic lesions of the colon such as penetrating injuries, sometimes inserted in 
the very complex abdominal trauma. Obstruction of the large bowel and colonic 
perforation are in some cases indication for emergency colostomy. The functional 
purpose of colostomy is the fecal diversion or anal substitution. The therapeutic 
indications that require fecal diversion are numerous: discharge of intestinal 
obstruction is the more frequent clinical condition that can be treated with ostomy, 
to prevent possible contamination from rectal lesions or the management of rectal 
disease as high rectal fistula, rectovaginal fistula, etc. The temporal perspective of 
colostomy allows the distinction between the temporary and permanent one. First 
of all, permanent colostomy is indicated if the location of malignancy requires 
the abdominal perineal resection. Severe anatomical damage of the anal sphincter 
occurs in the complex ischiorectal abscess, Fournier’s gangrene, lymphogranuloma 
venereum, and other severe inflammatory diseases that involve the perineum. 
Temporary colostomy has numerous indications as reported above.

4. General considerations of surgical techniques

The most important considerations concern the kind and the site of pathological 
involvement of the colon, the presence of possible complications, the anatomi-
cal mobility of each colonic segments, and the problems related to the closure of 
temporary colostomy. Colostomy is usually performed on the mobile sections of 
the colon: cecum or transverse or sigmoid colon. The site of the colostomy on the 
abdominal wall should be not close to bone saliences as costal edge of the torax, 
anterior superior iliac spine because the difficult to put on the colostomy appli-
ance. Generally transverse colostomy is placed between the umbilicus and VIII rib 
and sigmoid colostomy between the umbilicus and anterior superior iliac spine. It 
is always preferable that the specific skin incision is made for colostomy; it is not 
recommended that colostomy passes through laparotomy. The position of colos-
tomy along the colon is significant, because proximal ostomy, as cecostomy, causes 
hydroelectrolytic loss and irritation and ulceration of the skin around; but the 
pathologies affect this choice.

5. Colostomy morbidity

There are specific complications of colostomy that can be subdivided as early and 
late. The early complications occur during the immediate postoperative phase and 
encompass ostomy necrosis, retraction, peristomal infection, wound breaking open, 
skin irritation, blockage of colostomy, and intestinal obstruction [1]. The late com-
plications include ostomy stenosis, prolapse mucous or total, parastomal hernia, poor 
stoma siting, and mucocutaneous separation. The global incidence of colostomy com-
plications shows a wide range from 6 to 59% [2]. This wide variation should be due to 
the confusing definition of ostomy complications; and some of these would be out the 
medical competence but linked to the difficult adaptation of the patient to new condi-
tion. However also other studies recently reported in the literature confirmed the high 
incidence and the wide variation of ostomy morbidity with the range between 10 and 
82% [3]. There are in this section various risk factors. The operation-related risks as 
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the emergency conditions play the remarkable role rather than elective indications of 
the procedure and the patient-related risk as the age, obesity and general conditions. 
Finally there are the disease-specific risk: ulcerative rectocolitis, Crohn disease, and 
ischemic colitis have more frequent colostomy complications. Alteration of vascular 
supply is a fearsome complication which can occur within 48–72 hours from the sur-
gery. The vascular damage may be localized to the external, superficial section of the 
stoma or concerns the deep portion below the abdominal wall. The incidence of the 
superficial necrosis ranges between 2 and 20%; less frequent is the deep necrosis with 
the incidence of 0.37–3% [4]. The vascular damage is due to the excessive traction, 
torsion of the colic stump, or its excessive trimming of the epiploic fat and the mes-
entery. Very important in the prevention of the ischemic colostomy complication is 
the correct mobilization of the colonic segment which has to reach easily the skin site 
of the stoma. The superficial vascular compromission can be controlled and followed 
awaiting the resolution; if the ischemic evidence extends deeper, it is mandatory for 
the surgical revision to perform new colostomy. The stoma retraction generally is due 
to incomplete mobilization of the colon. The retraction is more frequent among the 
stoma complications; its incidence ranges between 30 and 40% [5]. This complication 
can occur early, in most cases for incorrect skin fixation, in particular in the obese 
patients; in this case, the dehiscence of mucocutaneous junction with site contamina-
tion is feared. It is also possible that the retraction develops late in the postoperative 
period, because of the patient’s mobilization and deambulation. In some cases local 
revision can be attempted, but the success of this maneuver is unlikely because the 
retraction is usually due to incomplete colonic mobilization. Therefore the correc-
tion of colostomy retraction requires the new surgical procedure. Stoma stenosis can 
develop at the skin or fascial level; it is frequently caused by mucocutaneous dehis-
cence, peristomal contaminations, and suppurations with fibrosis. Fascial level ste-
nosis may cause intestinal obstruction that should be treated by surgical procedure; 
the incomplete and superficial stenosis can be treated with conservative therapy and 
dilation procedures. Stomal prolapse is often a late complication, The incidence shows 
a wide range from 2 to 20% [6]. The prolapse can develop as simple mucosal prolapse 
or as a complete prolapse of all colonic wall. Loop colostomies are more frequently 
subject to complication than the end stomas. The causes of the prolapse are the 
excessive mobilization of the colon without the fixation of the mesentery and colon 
at fascial edge and finally can be also involved in the increase of the intra-abdominal 
pressure. Sometimes the stomal prolapse is voluminous and reducible. This is not a 
surgical emergency, but repeated reduction maneuvers are not recommended, and 
the complete surgical treatment should be performed. Parastomal hernia, incisional 
hernia, is unusual in the early postoperative period but becomes more frequently 
late, reaching the incidence of 15–40% [7]. The risk factors for the development of 
parastomal hernia are the large opening performed in the abdominal wall and the 
thin thickness of the abdominal wall. Such as for other abdominal wall hernias, all 
actions that increase the intra-abdominal pressure are important. In the parastomal 
hernia, it is possible that the common complications of hernias, as strangulation, 
irreducibility, and incarceration, require urgent surgical treatment. The therapeutic 
approach includes local primary repair, mesh repair, and relocation of the stoma. The 
simple repair of the parietal defect is followed by high recurrence rates which oscillate 
between 46% and 100%. These results are discouraging. The relocation of the stoma 
is usually performed in association with the parietal defect repair. This procedure pro-
vides better results, but the recurrence rates remains rather high (20–40%) [8]. The 
mesh repair of parastomal hernia with the stoma relocation, employing numerous 
technical details, has produced better results, reducing the incidence of recurrence to 
an acceptable level: 7–17% [9]. After some debatable suggestions to prevent para-
stomal hernia, as reduction of the size of trephination, passage of the colon through 
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the rectus abdominis, and extraperitoneal passage of the colon, there is the current 
proposal of the use of prophylactic mesh added into primary operation to prevent 
parastomal hernia [10].

6. Colostomy closure

The technique of colostomy closure is dependent on the type of colostomy which 
was employed: loop, end, or minor modifications of these are the methods. The 
pathology and clinical situations encountered usually recommend which type of 
colostomy should be performed. Closure of loop colostomy can be a simple proce-
dure but, in some cases, can be rather difficult based on the degree of inflamma-
tion, the presence of fibrosis, or scarring. The contentious technical features about 
loop closure encompass simple closure as alternative of resection and anastomosis, 
intra- versus extraperitoneal closure, and finally the use of peritoneal drainage. 
Closure of an end colostomy with Hartmann’s procedure can be commonly more 
difficult than simple colostomy closure and sometimes may occur the postoperative 
complications. Closure of end colostomy and mucous fistula has been traditionally 
performed with a laparotomy, dissection, and release of both ostomies and end-to-
end anastomosis.
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Chapter 2

Stoma Revision on the Flaps in 
Cases of Abdominal Wall Defect 
with Digestive Tract Rupture
Masaki Fujioka

Abstract

Several surgical methods are performed for the reconstruction of abdominal wall 
defects after abdominoperineal resection, involving re-suture and free skin grafting. 
In the complex surgical cases with large abdominal wall defects, the treatment of 
intestinal fistula and wound infection is challenging. In many cases, they also have 
had the problems of the control and reposition of a stoma, which has been already 
present due to the previous unsuccessful surgical procedures. Especially, the case of 
larger abdominal wall defects with intestinal fistulation, which drains digestive juice 
into the wound, requires repairing the abdominal wall while fashioning a stoma. This 
is because a ruptured digestive tract causes infection and inflammation that results 
in adhesion of the digestive tract, which limits the mobility of both the abdominal 
wall and bowel. The only method to solve this complex problem is abdominal wall 
reconstruction with a large vascularized flap and creation of a new stoma on it to 
separate the wound from drained digestive juice. We present several cases of a large 
abdominal wall defect, which was reconstructed successfully. Especially, surgical 
methods using free and perforator flaps are highlighted. These are optimal methods 
to reconstruct severe abdominal wall defects that involve complications.

Keywords: stoma, flap, abdominal wall defect, digestive tract rupture, surgical site 
infection

1. Introduction

Intestinal stomas are surgically created openings of either the small or large bowel 
into the anterior abdominal wall. They are often necessary to prevent devastating 
complications or save a patient’s life [1]. Permanent stomas are required when altered 
anatomy prohibits the re-establishment of gastrointestinal continuity or the risks 
of undergoing another surgery are prohibitive due to the patient’s poor condition. A 
well-made stoma will have the largest impact on the patient’s long-term quality of life.

The principles of stoma creation are typically the same: the opening is created 
in the abdominal wall, a segment of the bowel is delivered through the external and 
internal oblique and transversus muscles, and the bowel is opened and secured to 
the skin [1]. Thus, successful stoma creation requires a healthy abdominal wall and 
a well-vascularized, tension-free segment of bowel [1, 2].

However, patients who have undergone prior abdominal surgery and devel-
oped bowel inflammation and adhesion present with problems, if they require 
emergent ileostomy for infection or fistulization. Especially, when an  
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abdominal surgical site infection associated with abdominal wall defect develops, 
fashioning an intestinal stoma is very challenging [3, 4].

In these cases, reconstruction of a wall defect after abdominoperineal resection 
is very demanding with regard to the functional outcome. Several surgical methods 
have been performed involving re-suture, free skin grafting, and local flaps, which 
can be useful when the defect is relatively small [4]. However, larger abdominal 
wall defects usually require large flaps [5–7]. If the bilateral abdominal skin was not 
damaged by previous surgical procedures, abdominal defect may be reconstructed 
using a large pedicled flap. On the other hand, in the case of larger defects with fur-
ther complications, such as an antecedent formation of a colostomy or iliac conduit, 
the free flap transfer is required, because local flaps around the wound cannot be 
harvested due to the damages of the abdominal skin.

The aim of this article is to describe techniques of stoma creation on the flaps in 
cases of postoperative fascial necrosis with internal bowel fistulae causing con-
tinuous peritoneal contamination. Especially, surgical methods for the two major 
types of the complications: abdominal wall defect with wound infection “with and 
without previous stoma” using free and perforator flaps are especially highlighted.

2.  Case presentations of abdominal wall defect with wound infection 
with and without the previous stoma

2.1  Case 1. Abdominal reconstruction with a free latissimus dorsi musclocutaneous 
flap for the patient with previous stoma

A 38-year-old female originally had squamous cell carcinoma of the cervix uteri 
and had undergone radical hysterectomy and oophorectomy followed by postop-
erative chemotherapy and radiotherapy. After a disease-free period of 13 years, 
cervical cancer recurred, and she underwent pelvic exenteration including the 
bladder, rectum, sigmoid colon, and vagina. The end colostomy and ileal conduit 
were fashioned. However, her postoperative course was complicated by small bowel 
necrosis, which required another laparotomy to remove it. The mid-abdominal 
wound developed dehiscence. The pelvic cavity, which extended from the pubic 
symphysis to the coccyx internally and communicated with the perineal defect 
measuring 8 × 6 cm, was packed with saline-soaked gauze dressing every day. The 
remaining bowel and omentum were adherent at the center of the abdominal cavity, 
possibly due to the previous radiation (Figures 1–3). Furthermore, the adhered 
colon developed necrosis, which drained stools into the pelvic cavity, resulting in 
chronic peritonitis (Figures 4 and 5). Surgery was planned so that the empty pelvic 
cavity could be filled with a large vascularized muscle to prevent chronic peritonitis 
and create a new stoma for the ruptured colon to separate the pelvic cavity from 
drained stools (Figure 6). At first, the abdominal full-thickness defect combined 
with its communication with the pelvic cavity was de-epithelialized and curetted 
carefully. The patient was then placed in a right lateral decubitus position, and a 
left combined serratus anterior and latissimus dorsi musclocutaneous flaps with 
a 25 × 7-cm elliptical skin island, both of which were based on the thoracodorsal 
vessels, was harvested in the standard manner (Figure 7).

Following primary closure of the donor defect, these muscle flaps were inserted 
into the pelvic cavity. Then, the thoracodorsal artery was connected by end-to-end 
anastomosis with a branch of the profunda femoris artery, and two thoracodorsal 
veins were connected by end-to-end anastomosis with the branches of the venae 
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comitantes of this profunda femoris (Figure 8). Finally, a skin paddle was applied 
to cover the abdominal fistula, and a new colon stoma was fashioned through the 
slit made in the skin flap (Figures 9 and 10).

Figure 1. 
A view of the abdominal wound, demonstrating the ruptured colon at the center of the abdominal cavity (1), 
and the fistula penetrating the pelvic cavity (2).

Figure 2. 
Computed tomography scan image demonstrating a necrotic colon (arrow).
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Figure 3. 
Computed tomography scan image demonstrating the pelvic cavity, which extended from the pubic symphysis to 
coccyx internally.

Figure 4. 
A view of the abdominal wound, demonstrating that the ruptured colon drained stools into the pelvic cavity, 
resulting in chronic peritonitis.
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Figure 5. 
Illustration of the sagittal section demonstrating the ruptured colon (arrow) and fistula in the pelvic cavity.

Figure 6. 
Schematic illustration of the surgical procedure of free combined serratus anterior and latissimus dorsi 
musclocutaneous flaps transfer.

Figure 7. 
Intraoperative view showing a left combined serratus anterior and latissimus dorsi musclocutaneous flaps with 
a skin island.
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Figure 8. 
Intraoperative view showing the muscle flaps inserted into the pelvic cavity and the thoracodorsal vessels 
connected with a branch of the deep vessels of the thigh (arrow).

Figure 9. 
Intraoperative view showing a skin paddle applied to cover the abdominal fistula and a new colon stoma 
fashioned through the slit made in the skin flap.
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Figure 10. 
Illustration of a sagittal section demonstrating the pelvic cavity filled with the muscle (1) and a new colon 
stoma fashioned in the skin flap (2).

Figure 11. 
Computed tomography scan image taken after 2 weeks, showing the pelvic cavity filled with the transported 
muscle.

Figure 12. 
A view of the abdominal wall 3 months after surgery revealed favorable coverage of the wound and a new colon 
stoma fashioned on the flap (1). It also showed a conventional stoma (2) and conventional urinary stoma (3).
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A CT scan taken after 2 weeks showed that the pelvic cavity had been filled with 
the transported muscles (Figure 11). She underwent excess free skin grafting due 
to partial necrosis developing at the distal end of the skin flap 3 weeks later. Three 
months later, the patient could walk in the absence of abdominal hernia formation 
and relapse of infection (Figure 12).

2.2  Case 2. Abdominal reconstruction with pedicled perforator flaps for the 
patient without previous stoma

A 66-year-old male originally had squamous cell carcinoma of the lower esophagus 
(Stage III) and had undergone radical resection of the esophageal cancer followed by 
reconstruction using free jejunum flap transfer. However, his postoperative course 
was complicated by peritonitis due to a perforation of the duodenum on the next day, 
which required another emergency laparotomy to cleanse and close the duodenal 
fistula. The mid-abdominal wound, which extended from the pubic symphysis to the 
processus xiphoideus, measuring 25 × 6 cm, developed infection and dehiscence 4 days 
after the primary surgery (Figure 13). Thus, the patient underwent debridement, and 
the wound was packed with saline-soaked gauze dressing every day. Furthermore, the 
exposed small intestine, which was adherent and fixed at the center of the abdominal 
wound, developed necrosis and drained digestive juice into the wound, resulting in a 
contaminated chronic ulcer 10 days after the primary surgery (Figure 14).

Reconstruction surgery was performed 20 days after the primary surgery, so that 
the open wound could be resurfaced with a large vascularized flap to prevent chronic 
contamination and create a new ileostoma for the ruptured ileum to separate the wound 
from drained digestive juice. The abdominal full-thickness defect was curetted carefully, 
and two triangular fasciocutaneous flaps of 25 × 7 cm, both of which were based on the 
perforator vessels of the lower abdominal artery, were harvested bilaterally (Figure 15).

Following primary closure of the donor sites, these perforator flaps were trans-
ferred medially to resurface the exposed small intestine. The ruptured ileum was 
encircled by these two flaps, and the mucosa of the small intestine was sutured to 
the skin of the flaps; consequently, an ileostoma was fashioned between the skin 
flaps (Figure 16). The remaining upper and lower abdominal wounds were resur-
faced using free skin grafting.

Figure 13. 
A view of the abdominal wound, demonstrating infection and dehiscence.
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Three months later, all abdominal wounds had resurfaced, and the draining diges-
tive juice could be controlled using a stoma bag. The patient could walk in the absence 
of abdominal hernia formation and relapse of infection (Figures 17 and 18).

Figure 14. 
A view of the abdominal wound after debridement, demonstrating the exposed small intestine, which ruptured 
and developed a fistula (arrow).

Figure 15. 
A view of flap elevation, involving a triangular fasciocutaneous flap, fed by the perforator vessels of the lower 
abdominal artery.
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Figure 13. 
A view of the abdominal wound, demonstrating infection and dehiscence.
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Three months later, all abdominal wounds had resurfaced, and the draining diges-
tive juice could be controlled using a stoma bag. The patient could walk in the absence 
of abdominal hernia formation and relapse of infection (Figures 17 and 18).

Figure 14. 
A view of the abdominal wound after debridement, demonstrating the exposed small intestine, which ruptured 
and developed a fistula (arrow).

Figure 15. 
A view of flap elevation, involving a triangular fasciocutaneous flap, fed by the perforator vessels of the lower 
abdominal artery.
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Figure 16. 
A view of ileostoma creation; the ruptured ileum was encircled by two flaps.

Figure 17. 
A view of the abdominal wound 3 months after the surgery, showing that all abdominal wounds had 
resurfaced.
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3. Discursion

3.1 Management of complex abdominal wall wounds

Management of the patients with infected abdominal wounds associated with 
bowel fistulae is complicated, and the condition may prove fatal. Kendrick et al. 
reviewed 21 patients with severe postoperative soft tissue necrosis of the abdominal 
wall with and without associated intestinal fistulae and reported an overall survival 
rate of only 71% [8].

Regarding the treatment of an enterocutaneous fistula resulting from invasive 
bowel infection, en bloc resection of the involved bowel and enterocutaneous 
fistula tract with a healthy tissue margin while employing direct abdominal wall 
closure may be an ideal surgical treatment [9]. If the intestinal fistulation cannot be 
closed directly and end-to-end bowel anastomosis after ruptured intestine removal 
is not possible, the treatment for these patients becomes complicated, because 
debridement of contaminated soft tissue, abdominal wall reconstruction, and 
stoma fashioning are required at the same time [10].

In the procedure of fashioning a stoma, patients who have undergone prior 
complex abdominal operations present with difficulty due to an edematous and 
friable bowel and intra-abdominal adhesion, which decrease bowel mobilization. 
In these cases, the bowel is fixed on the adhesive mass of inflammation, making it 
difficult to deliver a well-vascularized, tension-free segment of bowel to the normal 
skin area and secure it through an adequate site of the abdominal wall [3, 11].  
Furthermore, the inflammatory and exposed bowel caused by the wound dehis-
cence tends to develop ischemia and necrosis, which can result in intestinal rupture. 

Figure 18. 
The draining digestive juice could be controlled using a stoma bag.
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Figure 18. 
The draining digestive juice could be controlled using a stoma bag.
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The drained digestive juice and stool from the fistulae spread and worsen the soft 
tissue infection. Ileostomy effluent, with an alkaline pH and containing active 
digestive enzymes, is discharged almost continuously and excoriates and digests 
unprotected skin if left exposed. A colostomy discharges feces, which can cause 
continuous contamination of wounds [12]. Many of these patients have lost sub-
stantial soft tissue to resurface the wound, due to prior enterectomy resulting in 
reduced compliance of the skin and abdominal wall caused by multiple operations, 
stomas, abscesses, and enterocutaneous fistulae [13].

The procedure for fashioning an ileostomy or colostomy is well established and 
straightforward in typical cases. However, problems such as intra-abdominal adhesions, 
bowel rupture with infection, and abdominal wall defect are difficult to manage [14]. 
In this context, the key point of managing these complex wounds is to create a stoma 
on the durable skin and separate the wound from the ileostomy effluent. To achieve this 
the area around the fistulae should be resurfaced with well-vascularized skin flaps.

3.2 Surgical reconstruction of the abdominal wall

Regarding abdominal wall reconstruction, several surgical methods include 
primary closure with and without artificial instruments, tissue expanders, com-
ponent separation, and the use of local, regional, or free flaps [9]. Simultaneous 
reconstruction of the abdominal wall with prosthetic mesh is associated with 
a particularly high incidence of recurrent postoperative fistulation. Repair of 
contaminated abdominal wall defects with non-cross-linked biologic mesh and a 
component separation technique led to 36 of 80 patients (45%) developing wound 
infection [15]. Also, artificial mesh disturbs intestinal penetration though the 
abdominal wall [16]. Adaptations of artificial fascia are not adequate to resurface 
these contaminated wounds, because these non-vascularized substances are foreign 
bodies, which can aggravate infection [17–19]. Tissue expanders are used with the 
aim of expanding the skin around the wound [20]. They can provide the skin that 
can be used to cover large defects. However, this technique also requires the use of a 
foreign body in patients, which is a risk of infection, and there are space limitations 
caused by enterocutaneous fistulae, scar tissue, and stomas [2].

If the abdominal wall defect has a moderate size, but direct wound closure is 
impossible, abdominal repair with the component separation method, which is 
one of rectus abdominis muscle advancement flaps, is an alternative technique. 
This method can be accomplished without the need for artificial mesh, so it is also 
recommended from an infection control perspective (Figure 19) [21]. Separation 
of the muscle components of the abdominal wall allows mobilization of the rectus 
abdominal muscle, which enables each unit of the muscle to be sutured directly, 
and the stoma can be created through the reconstructed muscle. The external 
oblique muscle is bluntly dissected from the underlying internal oblique muscle, 
which should result in approximately 5 cm of advancement in the upper third of the 
abdomen, 10 cm in the mid-abdomen, and 3 cm in the lower third of the abdomen 
(Figures 20–22). This method is easy to perform without requiring the transposi-
tion of remote myocutaneous flaps or free tissue transfers [22, 23].

If wide and contaminated abdominal wounds cannot be closed directly, even 
with the component separation technique, pedicled or free flap transfer is required 
to resurface the wound [24, 25]. Kayano et al. compared 8 free anterolateral thigh 
(ALT) flaps and 12 pedicled ALT flaps for abdominal wall reconstruction to inves-
tigate their associated complications and clinical and demographic data and con-
cluded that complication rates do not differ between free and pedicled ALT flaps. 
They suggested that the choice of flap depends on the size and location of the defect 
and the length of the vascular pedicle [26].
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Figure 19. 
Schematic illustration of abdominal wall repair with the component separation technique to enable primary 
fascial closure.

Figure 20. 
Abdominal wall defect with a 7-cm width developed after debridement of contaminated skin and muscle.
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Figure 19. 
Schematic illustration of abdominal wall repair with the component separation technique to enable primary 
fascial closure.

Figure 20. 
Abdominal wall defect with a 7-cm width developed after debridement of contaminated skin and muscle.
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Figure 21. 
The external oblique muscle was dissected from the underlying internal oblique muscle, which allowed rectus 
abdominal muscle advancement 4 cm median-ward (arrow).

Figure 22. 
Bilateral separation of the muscle components of the abdominal wall allows mobilization of the rectus 
abdominal muscle, enabling each unit of the muscle to be sutured directly.
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Several case series revealed that a large flap is usually required for repair in the 
presence of larger defects with further complications, such as the formation of 
intestinal fistulae, and wound infection [5–7]. Reconstruction of a lower abdomi-
nal defect (below the umbilicus) can be achieved using pedicled ATL and tensor 
fascia lata fasciocutaneous (TFL) flaps. A retrospective study that analyzed 27 
patients with abdominal wall defects concluded that both pedicled ATL and TFL 
fasciocutaneous flaps may be good options for the reconstruction of lower abdom-
inal wall defects. A pedicled TFL fasciocutaneous flap has usually been utilized 
for lower abdominal defects (Figures 23–26) [27]. A pedicled ALT flap may be a 
better option for the reconstruction of a lower abdominal wall defect, and it is also 
available for whole abdominal wall defect restoration (Figures 27–29). This flap 
has the following advantages: it can be harvested as a musculocutaneous flap with 
the vastus lateralis muscle to fill a tissue defect, and the lack of a need for position 
change enables flap harvest [28, 29]. Regrettably, several case series showed that 
these useful flaps, which are harvested from the thigh, cannot reach the upper 
umbilical area, and the distal third of the TFL flap is at risk of necrosis unless a 
delaying procedure is used [5–7].

Consequently, free flap transfer has been traditionally chosen as the only 
suitable method to resurface a large upper abdominal defect [30]. A free muscu-
locutaneous flap is supplied by large blood vessels that may promote the healing 
process in contaminated tissue [31]. This is because massive vascularized muscle 
transfer can be undertaken through the removal of contaminated tissue, and 
muscle flaps for dead-space obliteration and neovascularization are obligatory 
for successful management of such infected wounds [32, 33]. However, when 
performing free flap transfer around the contaminated area, identifying an accept-
able recipient vessel is not always easy. Chronic inflammation in recipient vessels 
caused by infection and fibrosis may be one of the factors leading to thrombosis 
of an anastomosed vessel [34]. So, it is important to select a flap with a long 
pedicle, as a suitable recipient vessel may be distant from the wound. Abdominal 
muscle defects require synthetic materials or flaps for restoration to prevent 
hernias. The insertion of synthetic materials has been reserved for large defects 
of the abdominal wall, but they have demonstrated increased complication rates, 
especially in contaminated wounds [5, 27]. Therefore, a myocutaneous free flap 
is also desirable. The close continuity of the remaining rectus abdominis muscle 
after debridement and thick and bulky muscle in the transferred flap will prevent 
hernia formation [6].

Microsurgical free flap transfer may be one of the best options to repair soft tis-
sue defects of the abdominal wall, as it can prevent a hernia and relapse of infection 
and supply a well-vascularized muscle and large durable skin paddle, which enable 
stoma fashioning on it [30].

Recently, anatomical understanding of the perforator and angiosomes has 
increased, allowing regional flaps to cover skin defects, providing an alternative 
to free flaps [35–37]. Perforator flaps are defined as flaps consisting of the skin 
and/or subcutaneous fat, with a blood supply from isolated perforating vessels 
of a stem artery [38]. This new concept highlights again that local flaps are a 
good option for covering a difficult area around a contaminated wound. An ideal 
flap is thought to be a good vascularized skin paddle with the same thickness 
and width as the wound and a single-stage operation [39]. The development of 
perforator flaps has increased the number of potential donor sites because a flap 
can be supplied by any musculocutaneous perforator, and donor-site morbidity 
can be reduced.

Perforator and fasciocutaneous rotation flaps avoid the sacrificing of the under-
lying muscle and are commonly used due to their advantages. Sameem M et al. 
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Figure 21. 
The external oblique muscle was dissected from the underlying internal oblique muscle, which allowed rectus 
abdominal muscle advancement 4 cm median-ward (arrow).

Figure 22. 
Bilateral separation of the muscle components of the abdominal wall allows mobilization of the rectus 
abdominal muscle, enabling each unit of the muscle to be sutured directly.
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reviewed complications of musculocutaneous, fasciocutaneous, and perforator 
flaps for the treatment of pressure ulcers and revealed that there was no significant 
difference with regard to complication rates among these flaps [40]. However, com-
paring perforator and fasciocutaneous rotation flaps, application of the perforator 

Figure 23. 
Schematic illustration of lower abdominal wall repair using anterolateral thigh and tensor fascia lata flaps.
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Figure 24. 
A man sustained severe full-thickness abdominal burns due to contact with a large iron bowl (about 200°C) for 
15 min, which was used for boiling sweet beans.

Figure 25. 
The abdominal wall ruptured and the intestines were exposed due to the abdominal akin and muscle necrosis.
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Figure 26. 
View of the abdominal wall 9 months after reconstruction, using two pedicled TFL fasciocutaneous (1) and a 
free latissimus dorsi musclocutaneous (2) flaps.

Figure 27. 
Rectus abdominal muscle defect with a 9-cm width developed after debridement of contaminated muscle.
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Figure 28. 
A pedicled vastus lateralis-anterolateral thigh flap was elevated from the left thigh and transferred to the 
abdominal wall defect.

Figure 29. 
The muscle flap was tunneled under the rectus femoris muscle and transferred to the muscle defect.
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flap concept has many advantages. Parrett et al. revealed in a retrospective study 
that analyzed 290 flaps that blood circulation of the perforator flaps is supplied 
from isolated perforating vessels of a stem artery [38]. So, the most significant 
advantage of the perforator flap is that there is no need to sacrifice any main arter-
ies, which means that there is minimal morbidity at the donor site [41, 42]. Also, 
microvascular anastomoses have the potential disadvantages that they require 
high-level surgical skill and prolong the operative period.

This new concept highlights again that local flaps could be a good option for the 
coverage of a difficult area of the upper abdomen, whose optimal reconstruction 
was previously thought to be possible with only free flap transfer.

Bilateral lower abdominal artery perforator flaps provide a well-vascularized skin 
paddle with an easy procedure, which does not require complicated microsurgical 
techniques. I believe that the use of this perforator flap is a good option to recon-
struct large abdominal wall defects associated with many complications.

4. Conclusion

Reconstruction of a major abdominal wall defect in patients with a non-healing 
wound with infection due to continuous contamination from the ruptured ileum 
is challenging. The main problem is to separate the wound from draining diges-
tive juice. A simple and the recommended method is stoma use, which requires a 
durable skin component in order to create a new stoma. To resolve these problems, 
flap transfer is required.
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Abstract

The management of patients submitted to intestinal stomas (ileostomy or colos-
tomy) and description of the routine care and main complications are the scope of the 
chapter. The impact of the stoma on patients’ daily life with a functional list of capabili-
ties they can exert with security and illustrations of the commonest drawbacks are also 
discussed. A series of pictures showing the most commonly occurring complications 
depicted in the section Problems and complications help to a better understanding 
of the author’s intended message. Finally in the “References” topic, it was tried to cite 
society-based guidelines and review papers concerning ostomy care and complications.

Keywords: colostomy and ileostomy management, complications, peristomal hernia, 
prolapse, retraction, necrosis

1. Introduction

An ostomy is a surgically created opening between a hollow organ and the body 
surface or between two hollow organs. The surgical interventions which result in 
ostomies are based on the need to modify the natural way of ingestion of food or 
excretion of waste products. The word ostomy comes from the Latin word ostium, 
meaning mouth or opening, plus the suffix -tomy, implying a surgical or injury 
state. The word stoma comes from the Greek word for mouth and is used inter-
changeably with ostomy.

Depending on the organ involved, an ostomy is further characterized by adding 
the name of the organ involved: gastrostomy to indicate an opening from the stomach 
to the skin, an ileostomy from the ileum to the skin, and a colostomy from the colon. 
In addition an anastomosis between the small bowel and colon is called ileocolostomy; 
between sigmoid colon and the rectum, a sigmoidorectostomy; and between the stom-
ach and the jejunum, a gastrojejunostomy. A loop ostomy is built by bringing a loop of 
bowel through the skin and then dividing the antimesenteric border and maturing it 
so that there are two open lumens, the proximal and the distal.

An ostomy can be created virtually anywhere along the gastrointestinal tract. 
For diversion of the fecal stream, the most common ostomies involve the distal 
small intestine (ileostomy) and large intestine (colostomy).

Temporary or permanent fecal diversions by the creation of an ostomy, which 
is a purposeful anastomosis between a segment of the gastrointestinal tract and 
the skin of the anterior abdominal wall, may be needed to manage a variety of 
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is a purposeful anastomosis between a segment of the gastrointestinal tract and 
the skin of the anterior abdominal wall, may be needed to manage a variety of 
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pathologic conditions, including congenital anomalies, colon obstruction, inflam-
matory bowel disease, traumatic disruption of the intestinal tract, or gastrointes-
tinal malignancy, when restoration of intestinal continuity is contraindicated or 
not immediately feasible given the patient’s clinical condition. End ostomy is the 
name indicative of a hollow viscera pull to the skin as a terminal opening. In this 
way only one open lumen is viewed. The majority of ostomies today are created as 
a temporary measure, although the ostomies with a permanent intention are not 
rare. Construction of an ostomy should always be performed using a segment of 
healthy, well-vascularized bowel. Expected difficulties arise in morbidly obese 
patients or those with extensive adhesions.

This chapter will discuss ostomies brought to the surface of the body, focusing primar-
ily on ileostomy and colostomy complications with the proposed treatment approach.

Even when the stoma is technically adequate, alterations on the corporal 
image, lifestyle, and sexuality, as well as the need for auto care may occur lead-
ing to social and psychological disturbances which difficult the individual social 
adaptation [1].

2. Ostomy planning

2.1 Counseling

The multiple aspects involved in rehabilitation of patients with an ostomy 
including the medical and nursing care must be initiated at the moment of the 
indication and extended until a complete adaptation of the patient with the new 
situation occurs.

Preoperative preparation prior to planned ostomy creation includes stoma site 
selection, emotional support, and patient education, as well as early planning for 
subsequent discharge, ongoing rehabilitation care for the patient and family, and 
outpatient follow-up.

Patients who require an ostomy for fecal diversion often experience physical, 
psychological, and emotional stress related to misconceptions and fears regarding 
social acceptance, sexuality, and economic burden. To allay these fears, preop-
erative education, counseling, and ostomy site selection should be undertaken, 
whenever possible, from a skilled ostomy nurse specialist. Several aspects going 
from the initial patient’s approach with clarification of doubts about diagnosis, 
familiar history, intestinal habit, medicines, social activities, emotional state, 
psychomotor skills, and schooling to skin conditions’ evaluation are important to 
provide a proper knowledge about the medical condition and adequately educate 
the patient. To achieve the autonomy about the ostomy care, the patient should be 
oriented toward maintaining a well-recognized standard of care, with decrease 
of complications. In addition to improved overall quality of life, preoperative 
counseling is associated with decreased stoma-related postoperative complica-
tions, improved postoperative patient stoma proficiency, and earlier discharge 
from the hospital [2, 3].

2.2 Site selection and marking

Proper site selection is essential for minimizing postoperative complications 
and achieving a good postoperative quality of life. A poor site selection is more 
likely in patients undergoing emergency surgery compared with elective surgery. 
Obesity, scars, type of surgery (emergency or elective), underlying disease, 
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abdominal wall contour (sitting and standing), prior abdominal incisions, bony 
prominences, occupation, clothing style, and physical activity impairment can 
be cited as factors which difficult the adequate site of an abdominal stoma [4] 
(Figure 1A and B).

Once selected the ostomy site, laparoscopic approach is a safe and effective 
alternative to laparotomy for creating a loop ostomy. The advantages of the laparo-
scopic approach are that it provides an excellent view of the abdominal cavity and 
minimizes the risks and complications of an open procedure. Whatever surgical 
approach is used, the goal is to obtain a stoma technically in good conditions in 
order to prevent complications (Figure 1C).

3. Intestinal ostomies: routine care

Many pouching systems are available, as either one- or two-piece systems. 
The main functions of ostomy pouches are to contain the ostomy effluent, 
contain odor, and protect the peristomal skin. The patient should be taught 
strategies that can help promote pouch adherence to the skin and minimize 
leakage. Occasional leakage is common and is nothing to be concerned about. 
However, if the leak is constant, a double check of the stoma bag is advisable. A 
stoma leakage usually results from a stoma bag that has not been fitted correctly 
leaving gaps in the wafer and the hole does not fit snugly around the stoma. If 
this happens an ostomate nurse should be contacted for advice and eventual 
adjustments [5].

3.1 Protecting the peristomal skin

The protection of peristomal skin is better achieved with simple measures such as:

1. Selecting a bag system that conforms to the abdominal contour at the stoma 
location

2. Sizing the opening of the barrier ring to minimize the amount of exposed skin

3. Using adjunctive products to improve the fixation of the pouch (adhesive 
agents, Skin Prep) and to prevent irritation and injury of the skin (skin barrier 
paste and powder)

Figure 1. 
Stoma site demarcation. This is an important step to achieve a technically good result after ostomy confection 
allowing adequate pouch adaptation, especially in obese patients with skin folds (A), permitting the natural 
wear of belts and cloths (B). The ideal appearance of an ostomy is depicted at C.
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pathologic conditions, including congenital anomalies, colon obstruction, inflam-
matory bowel disease, traumatic disruption of the intestinal tract, or gastrointes-
tinal malignancy, when restoration of intestinal continuity is contraindicated or 
not immediately feasible given the patient’s clinical condition. End ostomy is the 
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way only one open lumen is viewed. The majority of ostomies today are created as 
a temporary measure, although the ostomies with a permanent intention are not 
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the patient. To achieve the autonomy about the ostomy care, the patient should be 
oriented toward maintaining a well-recognized standard of care, with decrease 
of complications. In addition to improved overall quality of life, preoperative 
counseling is associated with decreased stoma-related postoperative complica-
tions, improved postoperative patient stoma proficiency, and earlier discharge 
from the hospital [2, 3].
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Proper site selection is essential for minimizing postoperative complications 
and achieving a good postoperative quality of life. A poor site selection is more 
likely in patients undergoing emergency surgery compared with elective surgery. 
Obesity, scars, type of surgery (emergency or elective), underlying disease, 
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The protection of peristomal skin is better achieved with simple measures such as:

1. Selecting a bag system that conforms to the abdominal contour at the stoma 
location

2. Sizing the opening of the barrier ring to minimize the amount of exposed skin

3. Using adjunctive products to improve the fixation of the pouch (adhesive 
agents, Skin Prep) and to prevent irritation and injury of the skin (skin barrier 
paste and powder)

Figure 1. 
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allowing adequate pouch adaptation, especially in obese patients with skin folds (A), permitting the natural 
wear of belts and cloths (B). The ideal appearance of an ostomy is depicted at C.
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The abdominal skin around the stoma should always look the same as the skin 
anywhere else on the abdomen. Ostomy output can make this skin tender or sore. To 
prevent skin dermatitis, the American Cancer Society recommends:

1. Use the right size pouch and skin barrier opening. An opening that’s too small 
can cut or injure the stoma and may cause it to swell. If the opening is too large, 
output could get to and irritate the skin.

2. Change the pouching system regularly to avoid leaks and skin irritation.

3. Do not rip the pouching system away from the skin or remove it more than 
once a day unless there’s a problem.

4. Clean the skin around the stoma with water, and dry the skin completely 
before putting on a skin barrier or adapting the pouch.

5. Watch for sensitivities and allergies (to the adhesive, skin barrier, paste, tape, 
or pouch material).

6. Patch testing different products for skin sensitivity or allergies.

Loop ileostomies are typically more difficult to manage than end ileostomies 
because the stoma frequently empties close to the skin surface [6].

3.2 Emptying and changing the ostomy pouching system

It is important that the patient be taught how to change and empty the pouching 
system before leaving the hospital. The use of sterile supplies is not necessary. Toilet 
paper, facial tissue, or paper towels can be used to clean around the stoma instead of 
sterile gauze pads.

3.3 How to empty the pouch

Odor and gas are common concerns for any individual with an ostomy.
The patient should be assured that ostomy pouches are odor-proof, but when the 

pouch is emptied, odor is normal. Simple strategies can help reduce odor.

I. To keep bulging and leaking, it’s recommended emptying the ostomy pouch 
when it is about 1/3 full. To empty the pouch, the patient should adopt the 
following steps:

1. Sit as far back on the toilet as you can or on a chair facing the toilet.

2. Place a small strip of toilet paper in the toilet to decrease splashing.

3. Hold the bottom of the pouch up and open the clip at the end or tail of the 
pouch.

4. Slowly unroll the tail over the toilet.

5. Gently empty the contents.

6. Clean the outside and inside of the pouch tail with toilet paper.
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7. Roll up the end of the pouch and clip.

8. Change the pouch one to two times weekly and as needed for any signs of 
leakage, itching, or burning of the peristomal skin.

9. Keep the tail of the pouch clean so that it does not become a source of 
odor. This can be accomplished by everting the tail of a pouch prior to 
emptying it.

10. Use a room spray or pouch deodorant to minimize odor associated with 
emptying.

3.4 Time to change the pouching system

Different pouching systems are made to last different lengths of time. Some are 
changed every day, some every 3 days or so, and some just once a week. It depends on 
the type of pouch used. There may be less bowel activity at certain times of the day. 
It’s easiest to change the pouching system during these times. Every patient establishes 
its own preference about the proper time to change the pouch. Some prefer early 
morning before breakfast and some allow at least 1 h after a meal. Right after surgery, 
ostomy output may be thin and watery and the bowel discharges unpredictable. As 
the output gets thicker, it becomes easier to select the best time for changing.

3.5 The pouching system seal

The pouching system must stick to the skin. It’s important to change it before it 
loosens or leaks. The length of time a pouch will stay sealed to the skin depends on 
many things, such as the weather, skin condition, scars, weight changes, diet, activ-
ity, body shape near the stoma, and the nature of the ostomy output.

Other factors may affect how long a pouch sticks to the skin. Among them it can 
be cited:

1. Sweating will shorten the number of days the pouching system can be worn.

2. Body heat and outside temperature cause skin barriers to loosen more quickly 
than usual.

3. Moist, oily skin may reduce wearing time.

4. Weight changes will affect how long you can wear a pouch. Gaining or losing 
weight after stoma surgery can change the abdominal shape with need for use 
of an entirely different system.

5. Diet may affect the seal. Foods that cause watery output are more likely to 
break a seal than a thicker discharge.

6. Physical activities may affect wearing time. Swimming, very strenuous sports, 
or anything that intensifies sweat may shorten wear time [7].

3.6 Bathing

To take a shower is possible with or without a pouching system in place. Normal 
exposure to air or contact with soap and water will not harm the stoma. Water will 
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9. Keep the tail of the pouch clean so that it does not become a source of 
odor. This can be accomplished by everting the tail of a pouch prior to 
emptying it.

10. Use a room spray or pouch deodorant to minimize odor associated with 
emptying.

3.4 Time to change the pouching system

Different pouching systems are made to last different lengths of time. Some are 
changed every day, some every 3 days or so, and some just once a week. It depends on 
the type of pouch used. There may be less bowel activity at certain times of the day. 
It’s easiest to change the pouching system during these times. Every patient establishes 
its own preference about the proper time to change the pouch. Some prefer early 
morning before breakfast and some allow at least 1 h after a meal. Right after surgery, 
ostomy output may be thin and watery and the bowel discharges unpredictable. As 
the output gets thicker, it becomes easier to select the best time for changing.

3.5 The pouching system seal

The pouching system must stick to the skin. It’s important to change it before it 
loosens or leaks. The length of time a pouch will stay sealed to the skin depends on 
many things, such as the weather, skin condition, scars, weight changes, diet, activ-
ity, body shape near the stoma, and the nature of the ostomy output.

Other factors may affect how long a pouch sticks to the skin. Among them it can 
be cited:

1. Sweating will shorten the number of days the pouching system can be worn.

2. Body heat and outside temperature cause skin barriers to loosen more quickly 
than usual.

3. Moist, oily skin may reduce wearing time.

4. Weight changes will affect how long you can wear a pouch. Gaining or losing 
weight after stoma surgery can change the abdominal shape with need for use 
of an entirely different system.

5. Diet may affect the seal. Foods that cause watery output are more likely to 
break a seal than a thicker discharge.

6. Physical activities may affect wearing time. Swimming, very strenuous sports, 
or anything that intensifies sweat may shorten wear time [7].

3.6 Bathing

To take a shower is possible with or without a pouching system in place. Normal 
exposure to air or contact with soap and water will not harm the stoma. Water will 
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not flow into the stoma. Soap will not irritate it, but soap may interfere with the skin 
barrier sticking to the skin. Taking a bath without the pouching system is however 
highly impractical for the most obvious of reasons, primarily the risk of fecal output 
while bathing, which cannot be controlled. It’s best to only use water while cleaning 
the skin around your stoma. If soap is used, one must be sure to rinse the skin well.

3.7 Shaving hair under the pouch

Having a lot of hair around the stoma can make it hard to get the skin barrier to 
stick well and may cause pain when the pouch is removed. It is advisable whenever 
possible to trim instead of shaving with a blade the skin hairs around the stoma to 
prevent skin scarification and inflammatory reaction. However if the hair density is 
high and shaving is indicated, it is recommended a dry shave of the skin around the 
stoma with stoma powder, since soap and shaving creams have lotions and oils that 
may impair the skin barrier sticking. After shaving, the skin must be rinsed well and 
dried before applying a pouch.

3.8 What to wear when having a colostomy

No special clothes for everyday wear are needed. Ostomy pouches are fairly flat 
and hard to see under most clothing. The pressure of elastic undergarments will not 
harm the stoma or prevent bowel function.

If the ostomate gains weight after the ostomy surgery, this can affect the clothes 
he was used to more than the pouching system itself.

Snug undergarments such as cotton stretch underpants, T-shirts, or camisoles 
may give an extra support, security, and help conceal pouches. A simple pouch 
cover adds comfort by absorbing body sweat and keeps the plastic pouch from rest-
ing against your skin. Men can wear either boxer or jockey-type shorts.

4. Ostomy problems and complications

The construction of an intestinal stoma should not be considered a trivial under-
taking. Serious complications requiring immediate reoperations can occur, as can 
minor problems that will subject the patient to daily and nightly distress. Intestinal 
stomas undoubtedly will dramatically change lifestyles. Patients will experience 
physiologic and psychologic detriment with stoma-related problems [8].

• Activities

A common concern for many patients is the impact of the stoma on activities of 
daily living. The patient can be reassured that most activities can be safely resumed 
with minimal, if any, modifications. As an example, bathing and showering can 
be performed with the pouch on or off, and clothing modifications are generally 
not required. Most sports activities can be resumed as well, with the exception of 
extreme contact sports, which could potentially damage the stoma. The addition of 
a belt or binder is helpful in maintaining a pouch seal during vigorous activity and 
with perspiration.

• Sex

Sexual activity is a particular concern for many patients with an ostomy. 
Patient counseling should address questions regarding sexual activity and partner 
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response. The ostomy by itself does not affect organic sexual function; however it 
is advised to empty the pouch and assure an intact pouch seal before engaging in 
sexual activity [9].

• Travel

Patients who are traveling should be advised to take extra ostomy supplies, to 
avoid exposing ostomy pouches and adhesives to extreme temperatures, which may 
alter the adhesive quality, and drink only bottled water if tap water is not known to be 
safe.

4.1 Risk factors for stomal complications

The main risk factors for the occurrence of stoma complications are:

1. Age.

2. Comorbidity—inflammatory bowel diseases, diverticulitis.

3. Obesity.

4. Precocious physical effort.

5. Stoma type—ileostomies are more prone for the complication occurrence than 
colostomy or gastrostomy.

6. Stoma protrusion.

7. Type of surgery—emergency surgery is more likely to evolute with 
complication.

8. Stoma site—lack of preoperative demarcation leading to inadequate stoma 
placement.

9. Quality of stomal bag devices.

10. Inadequate stoma care—the ideal care is provided by specialized nurse.

4.2 Functional complications

• Output

Patients with colostomy or ileostomy experiment physiologic changes related 
to the loss of continence and reduced ileal and colonic absorptive surface area 
with consequent fluid and electrolyte balance disturbances and lifestyle adapta-
tion but generally with little effect on nutrition. It should be emphasized that if 
more than 50 cm terminal ileum is resected, nutritional consequences are likely to 
occur [10].

Ostomy output is related to the location of the opening in the bowel, as the more 
proximal the ostomy, the less surface area is available for water and electrolyte 
absorption and so the more liquid the stools. Right-sided colostomies, for example, 
not only produce a high volume but also have the additional disadvantage of a 
malodorous output because of the effects of colonic bacteria.
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response. The ostomy by itself does not affect organic sexual function; however it 
is advised to empty the pouch and assure an intact pouch seal before engaging in 
sexual activity [9].

• Travel

Patients who are traveling should be advised to take extra ostomy supplies, to 
avoid exposing ostomy pouches and adhesives to extreme temperatures, which may 
alter the adhesive quality, and drink only bottled water if tap water is not known to be 
safe.

4.1 Risk factors for stomal complications

The main risk factors for the occurrence of stoma complications are:

1. Age.

2. Comorbidity—inflammatory bowel diseases, diverticulitis.
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4. Precocious physical effort.

5. Stoma type—ileostomies are more prone for the complication occurrence than 
colostomy or gastrostomy.

6. Stoma protrusion.

7. Type of surgery—emergency surgery is more likely to evolute with 
complication.

8. Stoma site—lack of preoperative demarcation leading to inadequate stoma 
placement.

9. Quality of stomal bag devices.

10. Inadequate stoma care—the ideal care is provided by specialized nurse.

4.2 Functional complications

• Output

Patients with colostomy or ileostomy experiment physiologic changes related 
to the loss of continence and reduced ileal and colonic absorptive surface area 
with consequent fluid and electrolyte balance disturbances and lifestyle adapta-
tion but generally with little effect on nutrition. It should be emphasized that if 
more than 50 cm terminal ileum is resected, nutritional consequences are likely to 
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Ostomy output is related to the location of the opening in the bowel, as the more 
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The type and volume of output (effluent), and therefore fluid loss, are determined 
by the location of the stoma relative to the ileocecal valve. Ileostomies, cecostomies, 
and ascending colostomies typically produce output (effluent) >500 mL/day that 
contains digestive enzymes, which is irritating to the mucosa and skin, while descend-
ing/sigmoid colostomies produce stool that does not contain digestive enzymes.

The output from an ileostomy tends to be fairly watery and green or bilious in 
color. Within a few weeks of resumption of a regular diet, the material becomes 
thicker and more yellow-brown, with a watery porridge or applesauce consis-
tency. Depending on the amount of small bowel removed, the output is looser, 
and the patient is more prone to dehydration. Most ileostomates notice little odor 
from the output, but, certain foods (e.g., eggs and fish) may produce an offensive 
smell.

The ostomy output is also affected by diet, fluid intake, medications, and organic 
problems such as Crohn’s disease or adhesions. Diarrhea, frequent loose or watery bowel 
movements in greater amounts, than expected, is a warning that something is not right. 
It can come suddenly and may cause cramps. The causes of diarrhea are variable: diet, 
emotional stress, intestinal infection, antibiotics, and short bowel syndrome.

• Volume

In a healthy individual, 1000–2000 mL of fluid passes through the ileocecal 
valve daily. This volume is reduced to 100–200 mL in normal stool as it passes 
through the colon. So a left-sided colostomy output is similar in volume and 
 composition to the feces that would be passed transanally. The volume of ileos-
tomy output varies fairly widely among patients but only mildly from day to day 
in a single individual. In the early postoperative period, the ileostomy output is 
1000–1500 ml/day. In a few days, this volume is reduced to about 500 ml, even with 
no dietary restrictions; however it is known that fatty food and large amounts of 
liquid increase transit and the fluidity of the effluent.

• Transit

Resection of anus and/or colon affects the function of the proximal GI tract and 
the integration of endocrine and neuroenteric activities. It seems that small bowel 
transit time decrease after ileostomy due to adaptation to the new condition whose 
mechanisms are not yet well understood.

Microbial flora of an individual is fairly stable over time, whereas there is great 
variability among individuals. After creation of an ileostomy, the distal ileum is 
rapidly colonized with a variety of bacteria.

• Nutrition

The colon has little role in the maintenance of normal nutrition, working 
primarily to absorb fluid and to store feces. Thus, removal of the colon has little 
effect on nutrition. However, loss of part of the terminal ileum may result in loss 
of bile acids and poor absorption of fat and fat-soluble vitamins. Vitamin B12 may 
also not be adequately absorbed in patients with terminal ileal loss that may result 
in pernicious or macrocytic anemia requiring monthly administration of vitamin 
B12. Absorption may also be impeded by ileal bacterial overgrowth. Kidney stones 
may be a consequence of chronic dehydration and acid urine. Adding sodium 
bicarbonate to the diet and increasing fluid intake may help to prevent uric acid 
stone formation.
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4.3 Technical and anatomic stoma-related complications

Proper creation, management, and closure of ostomy are critical both for the 
treatment of specific disorders and for the peace of mind of the patient. A poor site 
selection contributes to the rate of stomal complications and is more likely to occur 
in patients undergoing emergency surgery compared with elective surgery. Other 
risk factors for stomal problems include:

• Height of stoma <10 mm

• Tobacco usage

• Comorbid conditions (obesity, inflammatory bowel disease, diabetes)

The rates for stomal complications range from 14 to 79%. Peristomal dermatitis 
is the most common complication. Other complications include poor stoma siting, 
high output, ischemia, retraction, parastomal hernia formation, stomal stenosis, 
bleeding, and prolapse. Surgeons should be cognizant of these complications 
before, during, and after stoma creation, and adequate measures should be taken to 
avoid them [11].

Stomal and peristomal complications can occur in the early postoperative period 
or many years later. Complications occurring in the course of days after surgery 
are often related to technical issues. Those occurring within 3 months of stoma 
construction—necrosis, bleeding, retraction, and mucocutaneous separation—are 
more frequently related to suboptimal stoma site selection. Late stomal complica-
tions are generally described for permanent ostomies and include parastomal 
hernia, stomal prolapse, and stenosis. The site of closure of the ostomy can be asso-
ciated with complications such as delayed healing, infection, and hernia formation.

Loop ileostomies have higher complication rates when compared to end colos-
tomy or end ileostomy and with loop colostomy. The most common problems of end 
and loop ileostomies are dehydration, skin irritation, and small bowel obstruction. 
Prolapse can occur in all types of stomas but is more prevalent in loop colostomies, 
especially those constructed using the transverse colon.

4.4 Time-related complications

I. Immediate—occurring up to 24 h after stoma placement. The more common 
immediate complications are edema, bleeding, ischemia, and necrosis.

II. Early—occur 1–15 days after surgery. The more common are retraction, 
mucocutaneous detachment, peristomal evisceration, and peristomal 
fistula.

III. Late—occur from 15 days to months after surgery. Retraction, stenosis, pro-
lapse, granuloma, and peristomal hernia are examples of the more important 
late complications.

4.4.1 Peristomal skin complications

I. Dermatitis

II. Venous varices
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The type and volume of output (effluent), and therefore fluid loss, are determined 
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 composition to the feces that would be passed transanally. The volume of ileos-
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• Transit

Resection of anus and/or colon affects the function of the proximal GI tract and 
the integration of endocrine and neuroenteric activities. It seems that small bowel 
transit time decrease after ileostomy due to adaptation to the new condition whose 
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Microbial flora of an individual is fairly stable over time, whereas there is great 
variability among individuals. After creation of an ileostomy, the distal ileum is 
rapidly colonized with a variety of bacteria.

• Nutrition

The colon has little role in the maintenance of normal nutrition, working 
primarily to absorb fluid and to store feces. Thus, removal of the colon has little 
effect on nutrition. However, loss of part of the terminal ileum may result in loss 
of bile acids and poor absorption of fat and fat-soluble vitamins. Vitamin B12 may 
also not be adequately absorbed in patients with terminal ileal loss that may result 
in pernicious or macrocytic anemia requiring monthly administration of vitamin 
B12. Absorption may also be impeded by ileal bacterial overgrowth. Kidney stones 
may be a consequence of chronic dehydration and acid urine. Adding sodium 
bicarbonate to the diet and increasing fluid intake may help to prevent uric acid 
stone formation.
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4.3 Technical and anatomic stoma-related complications
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and loop ileostomies are dehydration, skin irritation, and small bowel obstruction. 
Prolapse can occur in all types of stomas but is more prevalent in loop colostomies, 
especially those constructed using the transverse colon.

4.4 Time-related complications

I. Immediate—occurring up to 24 h after stoma placement. The more common 
immediate complications are edema, bleeding, ischemia, and necrosis.

II. Early—occur 1–15 days after surgery. The more common are retraction, 
mucocutaneous detachment, peristomal evisceration, and peristomal 
fistula.

III. Late—occur from 15 days to months after surgery. Retraction, stenosis, pro-
lapse, granuloma, and peristomal hernia are examples of the more important 
late complications.

4.4.1 Peristomal skin complications

I. Dermatitis
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III. Pseudoverrucous lesions

IV. Bacterial and fungal infections

4.4.2 When the ostomate should call the doctor or ostomy nurse

• Cramps lasting more than 2 or 3 h

• Continuous nausea and vomiting

• No ostomy output for 4–6 h with cramping and nausea

• Severe watery discharge lasting more than 5 or 6 h

• Bad odor lasting more than a week (this may be a sign of infection.)

• A cut in the stoma

• Injury to the stoma

• Bad skin irritation or deep sores (ulcers)

• A lot of bleeding from the stoma opening (or a moderate amount in the pouch 
that you notice several times when emptying it)

• Continuous bleeding where the stoma meets the skin

• Unusual change in your stoma size or color

• Anything unusual going on with your ostomy

The complication occurrence in intestinal stomas might be related to factors such 
as lack of demarcation of the skin site, surgical technique itself, or to postopera-
tive care. Each type of complication deserves a different treatment approach. For 
sure a prompt intervention is advisable to avoid or to minimize the complication 
occurrence.

5. Illustration of more common ostomy complications

The more common type of ostomy complications are:

1. Mucosal edema

2. Peristomal dermatitis

3. Retraction

4. Ostomy prolapse

5. Mucosal/skin detachment

6. Hematoma
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7. Necrosis

8. Parastomal hernia

9. Stenosis

The following pictures are illustrative examples of these complications.

5.1 Mucosal edema

On the practical settings, edema may not be considered as a true complication as 
it can result from a normal physiological response after manipulation of intestinal 
loop. It is normal for the stoma to be edematous postoperatively looking swollen 
within 4–6 hours. The swelling progresses for the first 2 days and by the fifth day 
subsides markedly. The edema continues to decrease for the first 6–8 weeks after 
surgery. While edematous, the stomal mucosa is pale and translucent and the stoma 
tissue remains soft. The main approach to treat an ostomy edema is observation plus 
the care with manipulation and correct application of pouch, to avoid mechanical 
trauma. It should be reminded that if the edema is caused by technical problems, 
e.g., a narrowed abdominal wall opening, it may be advisable to reoperate in order 
to correct the problem [11] (Figure 2).

5.2 Peristomal dermatitis

Peristomal dermatitis is the most common stoma complication. It is character-
ized by skin irritation around the stoma, caused by several factors: irritation of 
the skin by feces, contact or products used in ostomy care which may be corrosive, 
contact allergy due to the nature of the chemical component of the pouch in con-
tact with the skin, mechanical infection by pouch withdrawal-induced trauma or 
by compression of the fixation belt, and bacterial or fungal skin infection caused 
by humidity and effluent from gut making the peristomal skin more vulnerable to 
microorganisms’ proliferation. The most common symptoms are itching, burn-
ing sensation, and pain. Diabetic, immunocompromised, and long-term use of 
antibiotics increase the risk of infectious dermatitis in patients with intestinal 
stomas [12, 13] (Figure 3).

Figure 2. 
Ileostomy edema. Usual appearance; (B) care to apply the bag avoiding trauma. The stoma measurement 
selected for the pouching system should allow for an opening 1/8 inch to prevent stoma necrosis.
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selected for the pouching system should allow for an opening 1/8 inch to prevent stoma necrosis.
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5.3 Retraction

A stoma normally protrudes slightly above the skin level being more evident in 
ileostomies than in colostomies. A retraction of the stoma occurs when the stoma 
lays flat to the skin or below the skin surface level. Retraction has been reported to 
occur in as many as 10–24% of all ostomates, can be partial involving the skin and 
subcutaneous tissue or complete when the stoma is below the level of the fascia, 
can occur early or late after ostomy, and may result from a poor surgical stoma 
construction with consequent exteriorization of intestinal loop under tension, 
insufficient stomal length, poor fixation of the loop to the abdominal wall, or lack 
of ostomy support. It can also be secondary to abdominal structure anomalies such 
as thick abdominal wall related to edema, distention, or obesity. The premature 
removal of the loop device to support the intestine outside the abdominal wall may 
also contribute to this complication as well as the later scar formation secondary to 
healing of a mucocutaneous separation or of a necrotic stoma or even chronic peris-
tomal irritation that healed with scar or adhesion at the mucocutaneous junction.

The retraction can become problematic as it can affect the fit of the stoma bag 
and cause leaks, which can lead to sore and broken skin. This can be rectified by 
using a stoma bag with a convex wafer to push the stoma forward, an ostomy belt 
to help support the stoma, and/or barrier rings or a barrier paste to help keep the 
output off the skin. The depth of retraction may increase with sitting and can vary 
with peristalsis. Patients with retracted stomas present with effluent undermining 
the pouching system, persistent leakage, shortened pouch wear time, and resultant 
peristomal irritant dermatitis [11].

The proper care will depend on a close observation of peristomal area, to 
prevent worsening of the retraction. The goal of managing a retracted stoma is to 
maintain a secure seal between the pouch and the skin. Conservative treatment 
with convex devices attached to the belt and protective skin pastes to fulfill spaces 
and leveling the interface skin/stoma may solve most cases, but surgical revision 

Figure 3. 
Peristomal dermatitis. Irritation caused by the effluent in an inadequate pouch adaptation to the skin 
allowing the prolonged feces/skin contact (A) and an early pouch detachment (B). Blister at the adhesive area 
in the periphery of pouch resin itself (C). Dermatitis caused by both pouch resin and peripheral adhesive (D). 
Dermatitis due to contact of feces with skin (E). Fungal dermatitis (F).
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should be indicated when a good pouching seal cannot be obtained and skin irrita-
tion persists. It should be reminded that complete circumferential mucocutaneous 
separation accompanied with stomal retraction below the fascia may be a surgical 
emergency as it can lead to peritonitis (Figure 4).

5.4 Prolapse

Prolapse is the term used to describe the telescoping out of the bowel through 
the stoma. As a consequence the stoma lengthens and becomes more susceptible to 
abrasion or infection. Prolapse can be partial or complete, and either the distal or 
the proximal segment of the loop ostomy may prolapse being the distal portion of 
the bowel the most frequent site to prolapse. The etiology can involve stoma con-
struction difficulties including a weak abdominal wall with poorly developed fascial 
support; creation of excessively large opening in the abdominal wall; positioning 
the stoma out of the rectus abdominal muscle; postoperative increase of the abdom-
inal pressure due to obesity, cough, or pregnancy; bowel edema; and inadequate 
fixation of the bowel to the abdominal wall [14].

Clinically the prolapse increases the size and the length of the stoma and 
makes the patient’s ability to conceal the stoma beneath clothing difficult. Also 
the edematous stoma bleeds and is more prone to trauma. A prolapsed stoma 
could also become obstructed making it impossible for feces to pass through 
what can lead to ischemia and alteration of the color that appears purple or 
cyanotic. Stomal irritation, bleeding, necrosis, and gangrene of the distal end of 
the prolapsed stoma may be seen in chronic prolapse. Conservative management 
includes tender manual reduction of the prolapse, appliance of a hernia type to 
exert a mild compression, cold dressing to induce vasoconstriction, use of sugar 
to induce osmotic force to decrease the amount of liquid into the intestinal layers, 
and ostomate lying down position. The goal of care is to provide a leak-proof 
pouching system applied while the patient is supine and the prolapse reduced. 
Surgical correction of prolapse is indicated for definitive ostomies with predic-
tion of long permanence time and involves resection of the prolapse and stoma 
reconstruction. Temporary prolapse is best treated at the time of reconstruction 
of intestinal transit [15] (Figure 5).

5.5 Mucocutaneous detachment

Mucocutaneous detachment is the separation of the stoma from the peristomal 
skin. It can be partial with area of separation shallow or deep or circumferential. 
Usually it is caused by factors such as (a) secondary to retraction or necrosis; 
(b) sequel of poor healing from an underlying disease process, more commonly in 

Figure 4. 
Ostomy retraction with light (A) and severe inflammatory reaction.
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emergency as it can lead to peritonitis (Figure 4).
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includes tender manual reduction of the prolapse, appliance of a hernia type to 
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to induce osmotic force to decrease the amount of liquid into the intestinal layers, 
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the immunocompromised patient related to malnutrition, corticosteroid therapy, 
diabetes, infection, or post-radiation therapy that result in superficial infection 
and poor healing; and/or (c) iatrogenic, e.g., creating an oversized opening in the 
skin when forming the stoma or excessive tension on the suture line, causing a 
separation of the mucocutaneous junction in the immediate postoperative phase of 
healing. The ostomate may complain of pain or burning. Assessing the tissue type at 
the base of the separation often reveals fibrin slough that produces mild to moderate 
amount of drainage. Stool or urine draining from this site may indicate a fistula. 
The treatment is conservative consisting of cleaning the wound and use of calcium 
alginate and hydrofiber. Antibiotics may be indicated for superficial detachment 
until completion of the healing process. In cases of mucocutaneous separation 
extending to below the fascia, surgery may be necessary to avoid contamination of 
the abdominal cavity and peritonitis [11] (Figure 6).

5.6 Bleeding and hematoma

The abundant vascularization of the stoma with delicate blood vessels near to the 
top facilitates bleeding easily. Spots of blood are not a cause for alarm. Cleaning around 
the stoma as you change the pouch or skin barrier may cause slight bleeding. If the bag 
has rubbed around the stoma or the blood comes around the edges while the stoma is 
being cleaned might not be a cause for concern. However if the bleeding is coming from 
inside the stoma, then it is important to contact your stoma nurse or your doctor for 
evaluation. The bleeding originating at the mucosal surface will usually stop quickly.

Light bleeding that does not stop spontaneously or excessive bleeding from the 
stoma usually at the mucocutaneous junction is more frequent in the immediate 
postoperative period, although it can also occur later. Bleeding may occur due to 
inadequate hemostasis during stoma construction, portal hypertension, trauma, 
underlying disease, and because of some medications, such as prolonged use of 
analgesic anti-inflammatory drugs, blood thinners, and chemotherapy. A cor-
rect diagnosis is mandatory to differentiate the mucosal mild trauma-associated 
bleeding during a pouching system change from other causes that may need even a 
surgical approach. The adequate treatment will depend on the etiology of bleeding. 

Figure 5. 
Stoma prolapse. Note the abnormal length of the stoma. If left untreated the ostomate is more susceptible to 
abrasions or infection.
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If the bleeding persists and is superficial and does not stop spontaneously, cauter-
ization, suture placement, topical hemostatic agents (silver nitrate), or direct pres-
sure are required procedures. Frank bleeding presenting as blood that runs down 
the abdominal wall requires immediate notification of the surgeon. The surgeon 
removes sutures, lifts the mucosa, secures the vessel with fine forceps, and ligates 
the bleeder. Portal hypertension induces varices around the stoma resulting in 
bleeding from the mucocutaneous junction. If severe, it may require sclerotherapy 
or portosystemic shunting. The most common cause of pharmacological bleeding 
is the adverse effect of prolonged use of analgesic anti-inflammatory drugs. When 
bleeding occurs in the late PO period, it may be associated with incorrect use of the 
ostomy pouch or trauma that can happen following practice of aggressive sports, for 
example. The management includes the use of compression with a cold dressing. A 
transparent plastic pouch should be used to permit a direct observation of the stoma 
allowing quick detection of bleeding or hematoma [15] (Figure 7).

5.7 Necrosis

Necrosis may occur when the blood flow to or from the stoma is impaired or 
interrupted, resulting in severe tissue ischemia with impairment of stoma viability 
or tissue death. Initially the mucosa turns pale evolving to a purple, brown, and 
black color. The consistency becomes soft or hard and dry with loss of the charac-
teristic brightness of a normal mucosa. The causes for stoma necrosis are extensive 

Figure 7. 
Bleeding in a mucocutaneous detachment (A) and hematoma at the stoma fixing suture (B).

Figure 6. 
Mucocutaneous detachment. (A) Usual appearance and (B) mucocutaneous separation due to peristomal infection.
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sure are required procedures. Frank bleeding presenting as blood that runs down 
the abdominal wall requires immediate notification of the surgeon. The surgeon 
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is the adverse effect of prolonged use of analgesic anti-inflammatory drugs. When 
bleeding occurs in the late PO period, it may be associated with incorrect use of the 
ostomy pouch or trauma that can happen following practice of aggressive sports, for 
example. The management includes the use of compression with a cold dressing. A 
transparent plastic pouch should be used to permit a direct observation of the stoma 
allowing quick detection of bleeding or hematoma [15] (Figure 7).

5.7 Necrosis

Necrosis may occur when the blood flow to or from the stoma is impaired or 
interrupted, resulting in severe tissue ischemia with impairment of stoma viability 
or tissue death. Initially the mucosa turns pale evolving to a purple, brown, and 
black color. The consistency becomes soft or hard and dry with loss of the charac-
teristic brightness of a normal mucosa. The causes for stoma necrosis are extensive 

Figure 7. 
Bleeding in a mucocutaneous detachment (A) and hematoma at the stoma fixing suture (B).

Figure 6. 
Mucocutaneous detachment. (A) Usual appearance and (B) mucocutaneous separation due to peristomal infection.
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tension on the mesentery, excessive stripping of the mesentery, sutures too nar-
rowly spaced, or constricting sutures. It also can result from interruption of blood 
flow secondary to embolization or because of abdominal structure anomalies such 
as thick abdominal wall secondary to edema, distention, or obesity. A higher rate of 
necrosis has been reported in obese and acutely ill patients.

Observation in cases of superficial or partial (less than one third of circumfer-
ence) mucosal necrosis is the best approach. Debridement of the necrotic area 
can define the extension and deepness of necrosis. If the process compromises the 
whole intestinal wall or extends beyond the aponeurotic plan, a surgical interven-
tion is indicated through the stoma opening or through the main surgical wound if 
a laparotomy had been performed. The use of two-piece pouch facilitates the daily 
observation of the stoma with no need of withdrawal of the skin attached piece. 
Postoperative nursing assessment and management also help prevent potential 
impairment of a good blood supply to the stoma [11, 16] (Figure 8).

5.8 Parastomal hernia

The parastomal hernia, a protrusion of the bowel or loops of intestine through 
the fascial opening into the subcutaneous tissue around the stoma, occurs months to 
years after surgery because of surgical technical error or following gradual enlarge-
ment of the fascial defect. The incidence rate for parastomal hernia varies with the 
type and age of the stoma and with surgical technique. It is caused by lack of preop-
erative demarcation of stoma site with exteriorization outside the rectus abdominal 
muscle. The main risk factors are intra-abdominal pressure, advanced age, obesity, 
chronic cough, and long-term use of corticosteroids. If the cause is associated to 
slight peristomal weakness, a common finding in patients with colostomy, surgical 
correction is usually not necessary. However some hernias interfere with the proper 
use of the pouch, and surgery for hernia correction is mandatory [17].

Parastomal hernia presents as a bulge around the stoma and may be partial or 
circumferential. In supine position the bulge may reduce in size, whereas sitting 
or standing position, Valsalva maneuver, or cough tends to protrude the hernia, 
whereas lying down and stoma manual compression intrude the hernia back to the 
abdomen. The hernia change in position makes the pouching seal more difficult. CT 
scan with oral contrast confirms the diagnosis. The patient may complain a feeling 
of discomfort or fullness, and if the stoma incarcerates, the patient presents with an 
acute obstructed abdomen. The use of support binders when prolonged episodes of 

Figure 8. 
Stoma necrosis. (A) Partial necrosis; (B) extensive necrosis. An endoscopy is useful to evaluate if the necrosis 
extends below the level of the fascia. Surgery may be necessary.
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increased intra-abdominal pressures are expected (e.g., heavy lifting or hard physi-
cal activity) is recommended. Asymptomatic patients can be treated conservatively 
by the use of support belt or binder, for example, by constipation prevention with 
diet modification and laxative or stool softener. If signs of obstruction, incarcera-
tion, perforation, or recurrent pouching difficulties are present, the patient should 
be referred to a surgeon. Surgery repair of parastomal hernia can be done by fascial 
repair, prosthetic mesh, or stoma relocation; however recurrence rates after surgical 
treatment vary from 33 to 76% [17, 18] (Figure 9).

5.9 Stenosis

Stenosis of the stomy opening is characterized by stricture or retraction which 
makes drainage of the intestinal effluent more difficult. Its incidence is related to 
the surgical technique itself or as a consequence of precocious complications such 
as partial necrosis, recurrent inflammatory processes, Crohn’s disease, weight gain, 
and tumor recurrence. The symptoms include abdominal excess of gases, frequent 
cramps and diarrhea, as well as thin feces. The best option for the treatment of this 
complication is surgery, but increase of hydric ingestion and eating foods which 
favor the feces softening may improve the ostomy output [4, 5] (Figure 10).

Figure 10. 
Stoma stenosis. Note the retraction of skin (A) and the scar tissue around the stoma opening in a chronic 
stoma stenosis (B).

Figure 9. 
Parastomal hernia in a prolapsed stoma (A) and a huge parastomal hernia (B).
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Abstract

The etiologic link between H. pylori infection and gastric chronic inflamma-
tion and related complications has been well established, but pathogenic pathways 
are still widely discussed and not sufficiently clear. The introduction of culture-
independent molecular techniques has allowed better understanding of the gastric 
microbiota and has revealed that, when present, H. pylori represents the main 
colonizer but is part of a far more complex and dynamic microbiota than previ-
ously thought. This conceptual shift has made way for new pathogenic theories, 
focused on the interrelations between H. pylori and other gastric microbiota. Main 
factors that affect the gastric microbiota are gastric acidity, inflammation, and 
environmental factors, such as diet and drugs. Previous studies have made progress 
in explaining the complex interactions between gastric microorganisms in healthy 
individuals and their role in the development of related gastroduodenal (peptic 
ulcers and gastric cancer (GC)) and extraintestinal diseases, but more scientific 
proof is needed. This review presents current knowledge on gastric microbiota and 
its role in health and in the development of gastroduodenal diseases.

Keywords: gastric microbiota, H. pylori, pathogenesis, chronic inflammation,  
peptic ulcers, gastric cancer

1. Introduction

The first isolation of Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) in 1982 [1] changed the tradi-
tional misconception that the stomach, with its naturally hostile environment, can-
not be a reservoir for microbial species. Since then H. pylori has been well established 
as a key factor in gastric pathology, being the main cause of chronic active gastritis. 
This inflammation can progress to often interlinked severe complications such as 
atrophic gastritis, peptic ulcer disease, and gastric malignancies [2]. The assumption 
of the uniqueness of H. pylori as the only bacteria able to survive in the gastric hostile 
environment has also fast been shattered with the advances in culture-dependent 
and culture-independent techniques that revealed that H. pylori is part of a complex 
gastric microbiota. The gastric microbial density is now estimated at around 102 to 
104 colony-forming units (CFU)/mL [3], with variations related to local pH, site of 
isolation, and environmental factors, such as food ingestion and medication intake. 
Furthermore, the pool of species and subspecies varies related to H. pylori status and 
related pathologic complications. Due to this multitude of factors, the differentiation 
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between resident and transient microbiota and its role in health and disease remains 
controversial. Nevertheless, the potential of understanding the structure and 
dynamics of the gastric microbiota for the pathogenesis, diagnosis, and treatment 
of gastroduodenal diseases remains. Hence, this review aims to underline current 
knowledge on gastric microbiota and its relation to gastroduodenal pathology.

2. The hostile gastric environment

Compared to other gastrointestinal (GI) segments, the stomach has a physi-
ological environment that is significantly more hostile to bacterial colonization 
and is a crucial part of the dynamics of the gastric microbiota. Primary reason for 
this is the gastric juice, which is composed of two main components—proteolytic 
enzymes and hydrochloric acid (HCl). The hydrochloric acid creates a strong acidic 
environment by maintaining a pH of 1–2 in the gastric lumen, which together with 
the proteolytic features of the gastric enzymes creates an intragastric environment 
that serves both digestive and protective roles. This environment facilitates the 
denaturation of proteins and nutrient absorption but also severely limits bacterial 
colonization and survival, preventing infection by pathogens [4]. The low pH value 
is the main restrictive component of the gastric juice [5]. To prevent damage to the 
mucosa from the acid and enzymes, neck cells of the gastric glands secrete mucus 
on the surface of the gastric epithelium. This mucus layer establishes a pH gradient 
that increases the pH up to 6–7 at the surface of the mucosa [6]. This is due to the 
unique properties of the mucus which permit acid to flow from parietal cells into 
crypts which communicate with the lumen, but do not allow acid at pH <4 from 
penetrating the mucus layer [6]. The mucus layer consists of several different mucin 
molecules, including MUC1, MUC5AC, MUC5AB, and MUC6, and forms two 
sublayers, an inner mucus layer that is firmly attached to the epithelia and a loose 
mucus layer, which is in direct contact with the lumen [7, 8]. Additional factors that 
contribute to the strong antimicrobial environment of the stomach are the acciden-
tal bile reflux and the gastric peristalsis.

3. H. pylori

In 1982 Helicobacter pylori was isolated by Barry Marshall and Robin Warren [1]. 
Their research changed the long-standing view that the stomach is as a sterile organ, 
being naturally hostile to bacterial survival. Today, it is known that H. pylori infects 
more than 50% of the world’s population with the only significant reservoir for the 
infection appearing to be humans. Possible routes of infection include oral-oral, 
fecal-oral, and iatrogenic spread (e.g., by unsterile endoscopic interventions). In 
developing countries, infection is usually acquired early in childhood, unlike in 
industrialized countries, where it develops more commonly in adulthood [9].

H. pylori is a Gram-negative, spiral-shaped, motile, and flagellated bacteria that 
is uniquely adapted to colonizing the gastric niche. Hence, it comes with no surprise 
that when present, H. pylori has the highest relative abundance among all gastric 
microbial communities in both adults and children [10–12]. Upon infection, H. 
pylori utilizes urease and α-carbonic anhydrase to generate ammonia and HCO3

−. 
This neutralizes H+ and locally increases the pH, facilitating the bacteria’s passage 
through the acidic gastric fluid and the pH-sensitive mucous layer. Using chemo-
taxis, the bacteria navigates the pH gradient to their niche near the host’s epithelium 
[13, 14]. Once established in the inner mucus layer, H. pylori can utilize diverse 
adhesins (e.g., SabA and BabA) to attach to epithelial cells. Once attached, bacterial 
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effector molecules, such as the vacuolating cytotoxin (VacA) and the cytotoxin-asso-
ciated gene A (CagA), modulate the gastric epithelial cell behavior, leading to loss of 
cell polarity, release of nutrients and chemokines, and regulation of acid secretion 
via control of gastrin and H+/K+ ATPase [9, 15, 16]. In response to the H. pylori 
infection, the host mounts a complex inflammatory response, which ultimately leads 
to active chronic gastritis and subsequent gastroduodenal diseases. Therefore, the 
host’s attempts to eradicate H. pylori increase gastric immunopathology (gastritis, 
epithelial damage such as atrophy and intestinal metaplasia), which alters the gastric 
compartment and its microbiota and may subsequently progress to gastric cancer.

4. Other non-H. pylori microbiota

4.1 Culture-dependent identification of gastric microbiota

Initial studies on the bacteria present in the stomach, using culture-based 
techniques, such as gastric juice cultures and mucosal biopsies were reported even 
before the isolation of H. pylori. In 1977 Savage DC [17] isolated bacteria from the 
stomach estimated at >103 CFU/g. The predominant phyla were Firmicutes (genera 
Lactobacillus, Streptococcus, Clostridium, and Veillonella), Actinobacteria (genus 
Bifidobacterium), and Proteobacteria (coliforms). However, due to the fact that these 
bacteria are prevalent along the whole GI tract, they were considered transient bac-
teria, which form small colonies that exist for short periods of time, rather than true 
gastric colonizers. Later culture-based studies [18–23] find that the most prevalent 
phylum, regardless of H. pylori status, is Firmicutes, followed by Proteobacteria and 
Bacteroidetes. Actinobacteria varies in studies as the second or third most prevalent 
phylum. The most commonly found genera were Streptococcus, Lactobacillus, 
Bacteroides, Staphylococcus, Veillonella, Corynebacterium, and Neisseria. However, 
given that culturing conditions for the majority of microbes colonizing the GI tract 
are not established, culture-based methods are considered to underestimate the gas-
tric microbial diversity and are largely replaced by culture-independent methods.

4.2 Culture-independent identification of gastric microbiota

Culture-independent studies use a variety of molecular methods based on 16S 
rRNA gene sequencing. A multitude of reasons define these methods as far superior 
to those which are culture-dependent. These include:

• 16S rRNA is present in almost all bacteria.

• The function of the 16S rRNA gene has remained unchanged over time, sug-
gesting that random sequence changes are a more accurate measure of time 
(evolution).

• The 16S rRNA gene is large enough for computational purposes [24].

A variety of 16S rRNA based methods exist, including:

• Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) [25]

• Dot-blot hybridization with rRNA-targeted probes [26]

• Targeted qPCR [27]
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between resident and transient microbiota and its role in health and disease remains 
controversial. Nevertheless, the potential of understanding the structure and 
dynamics of the gastric microbiota for the pathogenesis, diagnosis, and treatment 
of gastroduodenal diseases remains. Hence, this review aims to underline current 
knowledge on gastric microbiota and its relation to gastroduodenal pathology.

2. The hostile gastric environment

Compared to other gastrointestinal (GI) segments, the stomach has a physi-
ological environment that is significantly more hostile to bacterial colonization 
and is a crucial part of the dynamics of the gastric microbiota. Primary reason for 
this is the gastric juice, which is composed of two main components—proteolytic 
enzymes and hydrochloric acid (HCl). The hydrochloric acid creates a strong acidic 
environment by maintaining a pH of 1–2 in the gastric lumen, which together with 
the proteolytic features of the gastric enzymes creates an intragastric environment 
that serves both digestive and protective roles. This environment facilitates the 
denaturation of proteins and nutrient absorption but also severely limits bacterial 
colonization and survival, preventing infection by pathogens [4]. The low pH value 
is the main restrictive component of the gastric juice [5]. To prevent damage to the 
mucosa from the acid and enzymes, neck cells of the gastric glands secrete mucus 
on the surface of the gastric epithelium. This mucus layer establishes a pH gradient 
that increases the pH up to 6–7 at the surface of the mucosa [6]. This is due to the 
unique properties of the mucus which permit acid to flow from parietal cells into 
crypts which communicate with the lumen, but do not allow acid at pH <4 from 
penetrating the mucus layer [6]. The mucus layer consists of several different mucin 
molecules, including MUC1, MUC5AC, MUC5AB, and MUC6, and forms two 
sublayers, an inner mucus layer that is firmly attached to the epithelia and a loose 
mucus layer, which is in direct contact with the lumen [7, 8]. Additional factors that 
contribute to the strong antimicrobial environment of the stomach are the acciden-
tal bile reflux and the gastric peristalsis.

3. H. pylori

In 1982 Helicobacter pylori was isolated by Barry Marshall and Robin Warren [1]. 
Their research changed the long-standing view that the stomach is as a sterile organ, 
being naturally hostile to bacterial survival. Today, it is known that H. pylori infects 
more than 50% of the world’s population with the only significant reservoir for the 
infection appearing to be humans. Possible routes of infection include oral-oral, 
fecal-oral, and iatrogenic spread (e.g., by unsterile endoscopic interventions). In 
developing countries, infection is usually acquired early in childhood, unlike in 
industrialized countries, where it develops more commonly in adulthood [9].

H. pylori is a Gram-negative, spiral-shaped, motile, and flagellated bacteria that 
is uniquely adapted to colonizing the gastric niche. Hence, it comes with no surprise 
that when present, H. pylori has the highest relative abundance among all gastric 
microbial communities in both adults and children [10–12]. Upon infection, H. 
pylori utilizes urease and α-carbonic anhydrase to generate ammonia and HCO3

−. 
This neutralizes H+ and locally increases the pH, facilitating the bacteria’s passage 
through the acidic gastric fluid and the pH-sensitive mucous layer. Using chemo-
taxis, the bacteria navigates the pH gradient to their niche near the host’s epithelium 
[13, 14]. Once established in the inner mucus layer, H. pylori can utilize diverse 
adhesins (e.g., SabA and BabA) to attach to epithelial cells. Once attached, bacterial 
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effector molecules, such as the vacuolating cytotoxin (VacA) and the cytotoxin-asso-
ciated gene A (CagA), modulate the gastric epithelial cell behavior, leading to loss of 
cell polarity, release of nutrients and chemokines, and regulation of acid secretion 
via control of gastrin and H+/K+ ATPase [9, 15, 16]. In response to the H. pylori 
infection, the host mounts a complex inflammatory response, which ultimately leads 
to active chronic gastritis and subsequent gastroduodenal diseases. Therefore, the 
host’s attempts to eradicate H. pylori increase gastric immunopathology (gastritis, 
epithelial damage such as atrophy and intestinal metaplasia), which alters the gastric 
compartment and its microbiota and may subsequently progress to gastric cancer.

4. Other non-H. pylori microbiota

4.1 Culture-dependent identification of gastric microbiota

Initial studies on the bacteria present in the stomach, using culture-based 
techniques, such as gastric juice cultures and mucosal biopsies were reported even 
before the isolation of H. pylori. In 1977 Savage DC [17] isolated bacteria from the 
stomach estimated at >103 CFU/g. The predominant phyla were Firmicutes (genera 
Lactobacillus, Streptococcus, Clostridium, and Veillonella), Actinobacteria (genus 
Bifidobacterium), and Proteobacteria (coliforms). However, due to the fact that these 
bacteria are prevalent along the whole GI tract, they were considered transient bac-
teria, which form small colonies that exist for short periods of time, rather than true 
gastric colonizers. Later culture-based studies [18–23] find that the most prevalent 
phylum, regardless of H. pylori status, is Firmicutes, followed by Proteobacteria and 
Bacteroidetes. Actinobacteria varies in studies as the second or third most prevalent 
phylum. The most commonly found genera were Streptococcus, Lactobacillus, 
Bacteroides, Staphylococcus, Veillonella, Corynebacterium, and Neisseria. However, 
given that culturing conditions for the majority of microbes colonizing the GI tract 
are not established, culture-based methods are considered to underestimate the gas-
tric microbial diversity and are largely replaced by culture-independent methods.

4.2 Culture-independent identification of gastric microbiota

Culture-independent studies use a variety of molecular methods based on 16S 
rRNA gene sequencing. A multitude of reasons define these methods as far superior 
to those which are culture-dependent. These include:

• 16S rRNA is present in almost all bacteria.

• The function of the 16S rRNA gene has remained unchanged over time, sug-
gesting that random sequence changes are a more accurate measure of time 
(evolution).

• The 16S rRNA gene is large enough for computational purposes [24].

A variety of 16S rRNA based methods exist, including:

• Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) [25]

• Dot-blot hybridization with rRNA-targeted probes [26]

• Targeted qPCR [27]
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• Traditional or sequence-aided community fingerprinting [28]

• Temperature gradient gel electrophoresis (TGGE) [29]

• Terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (T-RFLP) [30]

• Sequencing of cloned 16S rDNA [29]

• Microarrays (PhyloChip) [31]

• Next-generation sequencing (NGS) [32]

In an extensive review of eight culture-independent studies, Sheh A. and Fox 
J. concluded that the most prominent phyla in the stomach are Proteobacteria, 
Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes, Actinobacteria, and Fusobacteria [33]. Furthermore, the 
most abundant phyla in H. pylori-positive subjects are Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, 
and Actinobacteria. In the absence of H. pylori, the most abundant phyla are 
Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes, and Actinobacteria. However, H. pylori remains the most 
dominant species in the stomach, comprising 72–99% of sequencing reads [10, 34]. 
In the absence of H. pylori, analysis consistently shows the presence of Streptococcus 
spp., which seem to be the most abundant genus in H. pylori-negative subjects 
[3, 30, 35, 36]. In the gastric microbiota, the non-Helicobacter genera commonly 
detected are Streptococcus, Prevotella, Veillonella, and Rothia.

5. Interrelations between H. pylori and other gastric microbiota

Numerous studies have shown significant variability of the gastric microbial 
communities with respect to H. pylori status. One such study was carried out 
by Osaki et al. [37], who examined the gastric microbiota of H. pylori-positive 
and H. pylori-negative Mongolian gerbils. The study showed a larger number 
of Bifidobacterium spp. in H. pylori-positive gerbils, compared to the H. pylori-
negative, while Eubacterium cylindroides and Prevotella spp. were only found in the 
H. pylori-negative group.

Several mouse model studies have also shown clear differences in the composi-
tion of the gastric microbiota with respect to H. pylori status. Infection by H. pylori 
of pathogen-free female BALB/c mice has been shown to reduce the Lactobacillus 
spp. in the gastric microflora [26]. In transgenic, insulin-gastrin (INS-GAS) mice, 
the H. pylori-infected male mice show a significantly different phyla compared to 
the non-infected control group, with an increase in Firmicutes and a decrease in 
Bacteroidetes [26]. Findings in H. pylori-colonized C57BL/6 N female mice included 
reductions in Firmicutes (class Bacilli), Bacteroidetes, and Proteobacteria and an 
increase of Firmicutes (class Clostridia), Proteobacteria (genus Helicobacter), and 
Verrucomicrobia. However, other published data on the murine gastric microbiota 
suggest that neither acute nor chronic H. pylori infection substantially modifies the 
gastric microbial ecosystem [38].

A few studies have also examined H. pylori-related microbial differences in humans. 
One study found relative abundances of Proteobacteria, Spirochetes, and Acidobacteria in 
H. pylori-positive patients, compared to the control H. pylori-negative group. Another 
study demonstrated that patients positive for H. pylori culture showed significantly 
increased colonization of Proteobacteria and a decrease in Actinobacteria [39].

A few studies have given insight on how other microbial species can affect H. pylori 
by modulating H. pylori-induced gastric inflammatory responses. Two studies have 
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indicated that the presence of intestinal Helicobacter (H. bilis, H. hepaticus, and H. 
muridarum) can both increase and decrease the severity of H. pylori-induced gastric 
inflammation by altering Treg cell responses [40, 41]. Another study demonstrated that 
H. pylori is present within the intestine in a coccoid form and that its interaction with 
phagocytes within the intestinal Peyer’s patches modifies the intensity of H. pylori-
induced gastritis [42]. However, other studies have shown that the gastric microbiota 
can accelerate gastric cancer progression in the presence of H. pylori and does so with no 
differences detected in the composition of the intestinal microbiota [27, 32].

As previously described H. pylori infection is associated with a multitude of 
changes in the gastric physiology and immunology, e.g., reduced gastric acidity, dis-
turbed nutrient availability, and local inflammatory responses. These changes might be 
one explanation for the shift in the gastric microbial communities described, but the 
relation between H. pylori and non-H. pylori microbiota seems to be far more complex 
and remains to be further clarified. One problem is that so far, most studies are focused 
only on the effects of H. pylori on other microbiota, but little is known of how H. pylori 
is affected by other resident bacteria. Another problem is that different studies cannot 
be objectively compared, since they highly vary in methods and models used and the 
results depend on numerous other factors such as the time of H. pylori infection and 
the degree of mucosal inflammation. Therefore, further experiments are needed to 
give a more extensive understanding of these complex microbial interrelations.

6. Factors affecting the gastric microbiota

As described, H. pylori is the most significant species that colonizes the stomach 
and a key factor for the gastric microbial diversity but is far from sufficient to provide 
a wholesome understanding of the factors that determine its dynamics. Major factors 
that influence and define the dynamics of the gastric microbiota include gastric acid-
ity, inflammation of the gastric mucosa, dietary habits, and use of medications.

6.1 Gastric acidity

The human gastric juice has an interprandial pH of between 1 and 2 in the gastric 
lumen, whereas with food ingestion it can reach up to pH 5. pH also varies in the 
different anatomical regions of the stomach, with most acidic being the fundus and 
the least being the antrum. The mucus lining the gastric mucosa establishes also a pH 
gradient from the lumen to the surface of the epithelium. This mucus consists of two 
sublayers—an inner mucus layer that is firmly attached to the epithelium and a vari-
able mucus layer directly interacting with the lumen [7, 8]. Thus, across the mucus 
layer, the pH ranges from about 5.5 to 6.8 or even 7 at the surface of the gastric epi-
thelial cells [5, 6]. It was already discussed that the low pH, caused by the hydrochlo-
ric acid, restricts the quantity of microorganisms and reduces the risk of infection by 
pathogens. Hence, sites with higher pH are significantly more hospitable to coloniza-
tion and have a higher microbial density. Considerable fluctuations in the microbial 
density have been described with respect to the pH in the stomach, whereby both the 
quantity and the proportion of genera also fluctuate [43, 44]. Bacteria and bacterial 
DNA, which are isolated from gastric juice, differ from bacterial isolates adhering to 
the mucosa. During abnormal conditions, this balance may be different.

6.2 Dietary habits

While many studies document the effects of diet on the gut microbiota com-
position in humans, [45–49] there are only a few, mainly animal model studies, 
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• Terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (T-RFLP) [30]
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In the absence of H. pylori, analysis consistently shows the presence of Streptococcus 
spp., which seem to be the most abundant genus in H. pylori-negative subjects 
[3, 30, 35, 36]. In the gastric microbiota, the non-Helicobacter genera commonly 
detected are Streptococcus, Prevotella, Veillonella, and Rothia.

5. Interrelations between H. pylori and other gastric microbiota

Numerous studies have shown significant variability of the gastric microbial 
communities with respect to H. pylori status. One such study was carried out 
by Osaki et al. [37], who examined the gastric microbiota of H. pylori-positive 
and H. pylori-negative Mongolian gerbils. The study showed a larger number 
of Bifidobacterium spp. in H. pylori-positive gerbils, compared to the H. pylori-
negative, while Eubacterium cylindroides and Prevotella spp. were only found in the 
H. pylori-negative group.

Several mouse model studies have also shown clear differences in the composi-
tion of the gastric microbiota with respect to H. pylori status. Infection by H. pylori 
of pathogen-free female BALB/c mice has been shown to reduce the Lactobacillus 
spp. in the gastric microflora [26]. In transgenic, insulin-gastrin (INS-GAS) mice, 
the H. pylori-infected male mice show a significantly different phyla compared to 
the non-infected control group, with an increase in Firmicutes and a decrease in 
Bacteroidetes [26]. Findings in H. pylori-colonized C57BL/6 N female mice included 
reductions in Firmicutes (class Bacilli), Bacteroidetes, and Proteobacteria and an 
increase of Firmicutes (class Clostridia), Proteobacteria (genus Helicobacter), and 
Verrucomicrobia. However, other published data on the murine gastric microbiota 
suggest that neither acute nor chronic H. pylori infection substantially modifies the 
gastric microbial ecosystem [38].

A few studies have also examined H. pylori-related microbial differences in humans. 
One study found relative abundances of Proteobacteria, Spirochetes, and Acidobacteria in 
H. pylori-positive patients, compared to the control H. pylori-negative group. Another 
study demonstrated that patients positive for H. pylori culture showed significantly 
increased colonization of Proteobacteria and a decrease in Actinobacteria [39].

A few studies have given insight on how other microbial species can affect H. pylori 
by modulating H. pylori-induced gastric inflammatory responses. Two studies have 
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indicated that the presence of intestinal Helicobacter (H. bilis, H. hepaticus, and H. 
muridarum) can both increase and decrease the severity of H. pylori-induced gastric 
inflammation by altering Treg cell responses [40, 41]. Another study demonstrated that 
H. pylori is present within the intestine in a coccoid form and that its interaction with 
phagocytes within the intestinal Peyer’s patches modifies the intensity of H. pylori-
induced gastritis [42]. However, other studies have shown that the gastric microbiota 
can accelerate gastric cancer progression in the presence of H. pylori and does so with no 
differences detected in the composition of the intestinal microbiota [27, 32].

As previously described H. pylori infection is associated with a multitude of 
changes in the gastric physiology and immunology, e.g., reduced gastric acidity, dis-
turbed nutrient availability, and local inflammatory responses. These changes might be 
one explanation for the shift in the gastric microbial communities described, but the 
relation between H. pylori and non-H. pylori microbiota seems to be far more complex 
and remains to be further clarified. One problem is that so far, most studies are focused 
only on the effects of H. pylori on other microbiota, but little is known of how H. pylori 
is affected by other resident bacteria. Another problem is that different studies cannot 
be objectively compared, since they highly vary in methods and models used and the 
results depend on numerous other factors such as the time of H. pylori infection and 
the degree of mucosal inflammation. Therefore, further experiments are needed to 
give a more extensive understanding of these complex microbial interrelations.

6. Factors affecting the gastric microbiota

As described, H. pylori is the most significant species that colonizes the stomach 
and a key factor for the gastric microbial diversity but is far from sufficient to provide 
a wholesome understanding of the factors that determine its dynamics. Major factors 
that influence and define the dynamics of the gastric microbiota include gastric acid-
ity, inflammation of the gastric mucosa, dietary habits, and use of medications.

6.1 Gastric acidity

The human gastric juice has an interprandial pH of between 1 and 2 in the gastric 
lumen, whereas with food ingestion it can reach up to pH 5. pH also varies in the 
different anatomical regions of the stomach, with most acidic being the fundus and 
the least being the antrum. The mucus lining the gastric mucosa establishes also a pH 
gradient from the lumen to the surface of the epithelium. This mucus consists of two 
sublayers—an inner mucus layer that is firmly attached to the epithelium and a vari-
able mucus layer directly interacting with the lumen [7, 8]. Thus, across the mucus 
layer, the pH ranges from about 5.5 to 6.8 or even 7 at the surface of the gastric epi-
thelial cells [5, 6]. It was already discussed that the low pH, caused by the hydrochlo-
ric acid, restricts the quantity of microorganisms and reduces the risk of infection by 
pathogens. Hence, sites with higher pH are significantly more hospitable to coloniza-
tion and have a higher microbial density. Considerable fluctuations in the microbial 
density have been described with respect to the pH in the stomach, whereby both the 
quantity and the proportion of genera also fluctuate [43, 44]. Bacteria and bacterial 
DNA, which are isolated from gastric juice, differ from bacterial isolates adhering to 
the mucosa. During abnormal conditions, this balance may be different.

6.2 Dietary habits

While many studies document the effects of diet on the gut microbiota com-
position in humans, [45–49] there are only a few, mainly animal model studies, 
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addressing the influence of diet on the gastric microbiota. An example is an in vivo 
study that compared the gastric microbiota of mice fed a non-purified diet (natural 
source-derived food) to mice fed a purified diet (refined food) and found higher 
levels of total aerobes, total anaerobes, and Lactobacillus in the stomach of the mice 
on a non-purified diet [50]. Nevertheless, it is well established how dietary factors 
affect the gastric microclimate, and since the microbiota is an inseparable part of 
this microclimate, it is not farfetched to suspect that diet affects the gastric micro-
bial communities. However, more research is needed.

6.3 Use of medications

The long-term use of proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) and H2 antagonists affects 
the composition of the gastric microbiota by inducing a non-H. pylori bacterial 
overgrowth [51]. This is not surprising, considering that normally the non-H. pylori 
gastric microbiota is suppressed by the significantly acidic gastric environment. 
Suppression of gastric acidity will alter the bacterial flora of the upper GI tract, and 
studies have confirmed that PPIs do alter the bacterial population in the stomach [52]. 
This is mainly due to oral bacteria that survive instead of being killed in the normally 
acidic stomach. It has also been suspected that by causing alteration and overgrowth 
of the microbiota, acid-suppressive treatments may increase the risk of gastric cancer 
[52]. It has also been shown that a previously antrum-dominant H. pylori infection 
after treatment with acid inhibitors changed to a more corpus predominant infec-
tion [51]. The less acidic corpus allows H. pylori to penetrate deeper in the crypts and 
increase the inflammation, which causes faster progression to atrophy [53]. Treatment 
with acid inhibitors has by culture-dependent methods been shown to affect the sur-
vival of bacteria in the stomach. However, no significant differences have been found 
regarding diversity and composition of the microbiota by using culture methods [10].

Antibiotics are well known to have suppressive effects on the gastrointestinal 
microflora. H. pylori eradication is dependent on combined antibiotic treatment. 
However, certain antibiotic treatments can have negative effects on the “healthy” 
gastric microbiota. Animal studies indicate that treatment with penicillins reduces 
Lactobacillus populations and promotes yeast colonization of the gastric epithelium. 
Furthermore, Mason et al. [54] showed that cefoperazone treatment in humans 
causes long-term alteration of the gastric microbiota, such as a significant reduction 
in the number of Lactobacillus and overgrowth of Enterococcus.

7. Gastric microbiota and gastroduodenal diseases

7.1 Chronic gastritis and peptic ulcer disease

The isolation of H. pylori was a real breakthrough, not because it declared the 
stomach as a non-sterile organ but because subsequent research established it as a 
main etiological factor for the development of gastroduodenal diseases [2, 55, 56]. 
It is well known that long-term H. pylori infection causes various degrees of chronic 
inflammation of the underlying gastric mucosa. A subset of patients develops clinical 
symptoms, and a further subset will develop complications including peptic ulcer, 
gastric mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue (MALT) lymphoma, and gastric cancer. 
The cascade leading from chronic gastritis to neoplasm is known as Correa’s cascade 
and involves the progression to glandular atrophy with intestinal metaplasia and 
dysplasia and eventually to invasive carcinoma [57]. Peptic ulcer disease is the most 
common complication of chronic H. pylori infection, with 95% of duodenal and 
70% of gastric ulcers being linked to it [58]. All of this serves to prove that H. pylori 
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is by far the most important microbial species that can colonize the stomach, with an 
enormous impact on the pathogenesis and development of gastroduodenal diseases.

Nevertheless, there is arising evidence that non-H. pylori bacteria may also play an 
important role in the pathogenesis of chronic gastritis and peptic ulcers. One study sug-
gests that different gastric microbial communities, such as the overrepresentation of the 
Streptococcus genus within the Firmicutes phylum, can lead to gastritis as well, even in 
the absence of H. pylori [35]. Another study has found an increase of Streptococcus and 
a decrease of Prevotella in patients with atrophic gastritis, versus healthy subjects [59]. 
There are also several studies that assess the role of non-H. pylori species in peptic ulcer 
disease. The non-H. pylori bacteria seems to be more prevalent in patients with non-
ulcer dyspepsia than in those with gastric ulcer as shown by a culture-based study by Hu 
et al. [19]. Another study in Malaysian patients showed significant correlation between 
the isolation of Streptococcus and patients with peptic ulcers [60]. Given that most stud-
ies find that the Streptococcus genus is one of the most abundant non-H. pylori species 
in the stomach, a possible pathogenic relation can be a subject of further research. 
However, by far no other species have an established pathogenic role except H. pylori.

7.2 Gastric cancer

Each year approximately 990,000 people are diagnosed with gastric cancer 
(GC) worldwide, of whom about 738,000 die from this disease, making GC the 
fourth most common incident cancer and the second most common cause of cancer 
death. Both incidence and mortality rates are about twice as high in males as in 
females. Over 70% of cases occur in developing nations, concentrated in Eastern 
Asia, Eastern Europe, and Central and South America. Approximately 90% of 
gastric cancers are adenocarcinomas, with the other 10% shared between mucosa-
associated lymphoid tissue (MALT) lymphomas, gastrointestinal stromal tumors 
(GIST), leiomyosarcomas, and other more rare types of cancer. Adenocarcinomas 
are histologically classified into two major types: diffuse and intestinal. These two 
types not only look different under the microscope but also differ in gender ratio, 
age at diagnosis, and other epidemiologic features. Anatomically, gastric cancers are 
categorized as proximal and distal. Proximal adenocarcinomas are more similar to 
esophageal adenocarcinomas and may be associated with the absence of H. pylori, 
while distal adenocarcinomas originate in the antrum, with approximately 90% of 
such cases related to H. pylori infection [61]. Today the correlation between H. pylori 
and the development of gastric cancer is undeniable as shown in several prospective 
studies [62–64]. Moreover, the eradication of H. pylori is proven to significantly 
reduce the risk of gastric cancer development, according to several international 
consensuses [65, 66]. H. pylori was recognized as a “definite carcinogen” by the 
World Health Organization in 1994, and this fact was reconfirmed in 2009.

However, H. pylori coevolved with humans for millennia, and only 1–2% of 
people infected with this bacterium actually develop gastric cancer or MALT 
lymphoma. Similar to most cancers, pathogenetic mechanisms remain unclear with 
a multitude of other factors to influence the final carcinogenesis [61]. Although, 
H. pylori is clearly the most relevant microbial risk factor for the development of 
gastric cancer, an increasing pool of evidence suggests that other microbial commu-
nities play a causative role in the pathophysiology of gastric cancer. To date, several 
animal and human studies have supported this theory.

Studies with INS-GAS mice have revealed that male mice with intestinal microbiota 
developed gastric pathology from chronic gastritis to atrophy and dysplasia inde-
pendent of H. pylori infection. Furthermore, the presence of commensal microbiota 
accelerated the progression to gastric intraepithelial neoplasia, and gastric intraepithe-
lial neoplasia became invasive in H. pylori-infected INS-GAS mice. Male INS-GAS mice 
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addressing the influence of diet on the gastric microbiota. An example is an in vivo 
study that compared the gastric microbiota of mice fed a non-purified diet (natural 
source-derived food) to mice fed a purified diet (refined food) and found higher 
levels of total aerobes, total anaerobes, and Lactobacillus in the stomach of the mice 
on a non-purified diet [50]. Nevertheless, it is well established how dietary factors 
affect the gastric microclimate, and since the microbiota is an inseparable part of 
this microclimate, it is not farfetched to suspect that diet affects the gastric micro-
bial communities. However, more research is needed.
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The long-term use of proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) and H2 antagonists affects 
the composition of the gastric microbiota by inducing a non-H. pylori bacterial 
overgrowth [51]. This is not surprising, considering that normally the non-H. pylori 
gastric microbiota is suppressed by the significantly acidic gastric environment. 
Suppression of gastric acidity will alter the bacterial flora of the upper GI tract, and 
studies have confirmed that PPIs do alter the bacterial population in the stomach [52]. 
This is mainly due to oral bacteria that survive instead of being killed in the normally 
acidic stomach. It has also been suspected that by causing alteration and overgrowth 
of the microbiota, acid-suppressive treatments may increase the risk of gastric cancer 
[52]. It has also been shown that a previously antrum-dominant H. pylori infection 
after treatment with acid inhibitors changed to a more corpus predominant infec-
tion [51]. The less acidic corpus allows H. pylori to penetrate deeper in the crypts and 
increase the inflammation, which causes faster progression to atrophy [53]. Treatment 
with acid inhibitors has by culture-dependent methods been shown to affect the sur-
vival of bacteria in the stomach. However, no significant differences have been found 
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is by far the most important microbial species that can colonize the stomach, with an 
enormous impact on the pathogenesis and development of gastroduodenal diseases.

Nevertheless, there is arising evidence that non-H. pylori bacteria may also play an 
important role in the pathogenesis of chronic gastritis and peptic ulcers. One study sug-
gests that different gastric microbial communities, such as the overrepresentation of the 
Streptococcus genus within the Firmicutes phylum, can lead to gastritis as well, even in 
the absence of H. pylori [35]. Another study has found an increase of Streptococcus and 
a decrease of Prevotella in patients with atrophic gastritis, versus healthy subjects [59]. 
There are also several studies that assess the role of non-H. pylori species in peptic ulcer 
disease. The non-H. pylori bacteria seems to be more prevalent in patients with non-
ulcer dyspepsia than in those with gastric ulcer as shown by a culture-based study by Hu 
et al. [19]. Another study in Malaysian patients showed significant correlation between 
the isolation of Streptococcus and patients with peptic ulcers [60]. Given that most stud-
ies find that the Streptococcus genus is one of the most abundant non-H. pylori species 
in the stomach, a possible pathogenic relation can be a subject of further research. 
However, by far no other species have an established pathogenic role except H. pylori.

7.2 Gastric cancer

Each year approximately 990,000 people are diagnosed with gastric cancer 
(GC) worldwide, of whom about 738,000 die from this disease, making GC the 
fourth most common incident cancer and the second most common cause of cancer 
death. Both incidence and mortality rates are about twice as high in males as in 
females. Over 70% of cases occur in developing nations, concentrated in Eastern 
Asia, Eastern Europe, and Central and South America. Approximately 90% of 
gastric cancers are adenocarcinomas, with the other 10% shared between mucosa-
associated lymphoid tissue (MALT) lymphomas, gastrointestinal stromal tumors 
(GIST), leiomyosarcomas, and other more rare types of cancer. Adenocarcinomas 
are histologically classified into two major types: diffuse and intestinal. These two 
types not only look different under the microscope but also differ in gender ratio, 
age at diagnosis, and other epidemiologic features. Anatomically, gastric cancers are 
categorized as proximal and distal. Proximal adenocarcinomas are more similar to 
esophageal adenocarcinomas and may be associated with the absence of H. pylori, 
while distal adenocarcinomas originate in the antrum, with approximately 90% of 
such cases related to H. pylori infection [61]. Today the correlation between H. pylori 
and the development of gastric cancer is undeniable as shown in several prospective 
studies [62–64]. Moreover, the eradication of H. pylori is proven to significantly 
reduce the risk of gastric cancer development, according to several international 
consensuses [65, 66]. H. pylori was recognized as a “definite carcinogen” by the 
World Health Organization in 1994, and this fact was reconfirmed in 2009.

However, H. pylori coevolved with humans for millennia, and only 1–2% of 
people infected with this bacterium actually develop gastric cancer or MALT 
lymphoma. Similar to most cancers, pathogenetic mechanisms remain unclear with 
a multitude of other factors to influence the final carcinogenesis [61]. Although, 
H. pylori is clearly the most relevant microbial risk factor for the development of 
gastric cancer, an increasing pool of evidence suggests that other microbial commu-
nities play a causative role in the pathophysiology of gastric cancer. To date, several 
animal and human studies have supported this theory.

Studies with INS-GAS mice have revealed that male mice with intestinal microbiota 
developed gastric pathology from chronic gastritis to atrophy and dysplasia inde-
pendent of H. pylori infection. Furthermore, the presence of commensal microbiota 
accelerated the progression to gastric intraepithelial neoplasia, and gastric intraepithe-
lial neoplasia became invasive in H. pylori-infected INS-GAS mice. Male INS-GAS mice 
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with H. pylori infection, colonized with artificial mouse intestinal microbiota, have 
shown increased incidence of gastric intraepithelial neoplasia by 69% [27, 32]. On the 
other hand, antibiotic treatments significantly delayed the onset of gastric neoplasia in 
Helicobacter-free and specific pathogen-free INS-GAS mice [67].

A study by Wang et al. found a similar number of bacterial species in the 
microbiota between gastric cancer and chronic gastritis, but by using a method to 
explore and visualize similarities or dissimilarities of the data, a pattern suggesting 
the presence of a diversified microbiota in gastric cancer was found [68]. Moreover, 
a 16S rRNA gene sequencing analysis of gastric mucosa of patients with gastric 
cancer showed a prevalence of the genera Lactobacillus, Streptococcus (among which 
the most common species were S. mitis and Streptococcus parasanguinis), Prevotella, 
and Veillonella [30]. Two other studies evaluated the gastric microbiota of subjects 
with non-atrophic gastritis, intestinal metaplasia, and gastric cancer. The first 
one showed a significantly lower diversity and a higher abundance of the genus 
Pseudomonas in the microbiota of neoplastic patients compared to patients with 
simple gastritis. Moreover, both the progressive decrease of six taxa and the pro-
gressive increase of two taxa were observed from the gastritis group to the neoplas-
tic group, via the metaplastic group [69]. In the second study, a high-throughput 
sequencing platform was used for the assessment of gastric microbiota in the three 
groups, showing definitely different results: a greater bacterial diversity, a relative 
rise of Bacilli and Streptococcaceae, and a relative reduction of Helicobacteraceae were 
found in the cancer group compared to other groups [70].

It is possible that non-H. pylori species potentiate carcinogenesis through vari-
ous mechanisms, such as promoting inflammation, stimulating cell proliferation, 
modifying stem cell dynamics, and producing toxic metabolites [71]. However, it is 
still unsure whether the different microbial structure is causative for the carcino-
genesis or carcinogenesis itself causes a shift in the microbial communities, which 
subsequently promotes carcinogenesis further.

8. Gastric microbiota and extra-gastric diseases

The stomach is part of the GI tract, and as such, possible relations between the 
gastric microbiota’s composition and diseases of other parts of the GI tract, such as the 
esophagus (esophagitis and esophageal cancer), small intestines, and colon cannot be 
overlooked [72]. One study, using 16S rDNA analyses of duodenal aspirates, demon-
strated lower diversity in irritable bowel syndrome patients compared to controls with 
significant alterations in 12 genera [73]. An increased risk for colorectal neoplasia in H. 
pylori-infected patients has been confirmed by many large-scale studies [74, 75].

Other studies have addressed the association between autoimmune hepatitis and 
altered microbiome of the upper GI tract and found this to be linked to increased 
intestinal permeability [76].

Regarding the extra-gastrointestinal involvement of gastric microbiota (espe-
cially H. pylori), studies find possible associations with hematological diseases like 
idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura [77] and anemia [78] and cardiovascular 
[79], neurological [80], and endocrine [81] diseases.

Nevertheless, research in this field is far from sufficient to be conclusive.

9. Discussion

It is undeniable that H. pylori is by far the most unique and important spe-
cies that can colonize the gastric niche with clear pathogenic significance to 
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gastroduodenal diseases. However, culture-dependent and later culture-indepen-
dent studies prove that the stomach harbors a complex microbiota with many other 
phyla (Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes, Actinobacteria, and Fusobacteria) 
and genera (Lactobacillus, Streptococcus, Clostridium, Prevotella, Veillonella, 
Bifidobacterium, and Rothia) being identified. By far, it is arguable which genera 
can be considered resident since results depend on a multitude of factors, among 
which gastric acidity stands out as the most significant. However, it is worth noting 
that Streptococcus, Prevotella, Veillonella, and Rothia seem to be the most abundant 
genera in H. pylori-negative subjects. Nevertheless, the significance of both tran-
sient and resident non-H. pylori microbiota lies in its possible role in the develop-
ment and progression of gastroduodenal diseases, such as gastritis, peptic ulcer 
disease, and gastric cancer. So far, only a few and far from enough studies suggest 
that non-H. pylori microbiota can lead to gastric pathology in the absence of H. 
pylori. However, findings are convincing that the non-H. pylori microbiota can play 
an important role in modulating H. pylori-induced gastric inflammation, influenc-
ing an individual’s risk of gastric diseases and consequently the severity of the 
resulting disease. Suspected pathophysiologic mechanisms involved in this include 
modulating immune cell responses, stimulating cell proliferation, modifying stem 
cell dynamics, and producing toxic metabolites. Although, substantial advance-
ments in unrevealing the complexity of the gastric microbiota and its’ role in health 
and disease have been made, studies are far from sufficient to suggest new strategies 
for prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of gastroduodenal diseases. However, this 
potential remains and undoubtedly should be further explored.
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Chapter 5

Full Colonoscopy in Patients 
under 50 Years Old with Lower 
Gastrointestinal Bleeding
Mahsa Khodadoostan, Ahmad Shavakhi, 
Reihaneh Padidarnia, Alireza Shavakhi and Mehdi Ahmadian

Abstract

The aim of this study is to compare sigmoidoscopy with full colonoscopy in 
these patients. In this cross-sectional study, 120 eligible patients under 50 years old 
with acute rectal bleeding were enrolled. Pain, the comfort of the test by physician 
and patient, duration of the procedure, and pathologic findings were recorded 
during sigmoidoscopy and proximal colonoscopy (from splenic flexure to ileoce-
cal valve) in the same patient. The variables in the two stages were compared with 
each other. There were 66 women (55%) and 54 men (45%), and the mean of age 
was 41 ± 7.9 years. Proximal colonoscopy from splenic flexure to reach cecum was 
relatively easier for the physician and the patient than sigmoidoscopy (P < 0.001). 
Furthermore, the time spent to carry out proximal colonoscopy was less than the 
time taken for sigmoidoscopy (P < 0.001). Pathologic findings recorded in full 
colonoscopy were more than sigmoidoscopy (P < 0.001). Therefore, full colonos-
copy that includes sigmoidoscopy and proximal colonoscopy is relatively easier 
than sigmoidoscopy for patients, and it also proves to be more advantageous than 
sigmoidoscopy for physicians to perform in Iranian patients because of the more 
tortuous and elongated sigmoid colon in these patients.

Keywords: colonoscopy, gastrointestinal bleeding, sigmoidoscopy

1. Introduction

Lower gastrointestinal bleeding (LGIB) is one of the most common problems 
that gastroenterologists and surgeons encountered [1]. LGIB prevalence increases 
with aging, using aspirin, anticoagulants, and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 
(NASIDs). LGIB is associated with death, hospitalization, and medical costs [2]. 
Therefore, diagnosis of the cause of LGIB and its proper management are of critical 
importance [3]. These causes include bleeding from the diverticulum, ischemic colitis, 
angiodysplasia, hemorrhoids, colorectal cancer, inflammatory bowel disease, infectious 
colitis, NSAID, radiation, and solitary ulcers [4, 5]. For diagnosing the causes of lower 
bleeding (LGIB), there are different modalities such as total colonoscopy, radionuclide 
scan, angiography, computed tomography angiography, and sigmoidoscopy [6].

Some authors believe that in 90% of patients <50 years who present with LGIB, 
most causes are benign anorectal diseases, and on the other hand, the prevalence 
of colorectal cancer increases with aging. Hence, patients <50 years who present 
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with LGIB are examined excessively in whom there is no need for total colonoscopy 
and sigmoidoscopy alone is enough [7, 8]. In some researches, it is expressed that 
total examination of the colon in these individuals through total colonoscopy will 
impose stress on them and longer hospitalization [9]. On the other hand, some 
researchers believe that colonoscopy should be applied on all individuals who pres-
ent with LGIB for its high authority in diagnosing other damages such as polyp and 
colorectal cancers [10]. Furthermore, they believe that in patients who were under 
sigmoidoscopy, performing colonoscopy is causing more diagnosing dangerous 
and deadly diseases through neoplasms, but, in total colonoscopy, it is required for 
complete preparation and totally clean intestines which may impose strong pain. 
In some circumstances, there arises the need for using anesthetics and longtime 
hospitalization [11]. Currently, there is no any definite consensus about whether 
the patients with LGIB would be under total colonoscopy or only sigmoidoscopy 
can be enough. The purpose of this study is to analyze and compare the methods of 
colonoscopy and sigmoidoscopy regarding the additional findings and easiness of 
them for patients and physician in patients <50 years with LGIB.

In this cross-sectional study performed from January 2016 to November 2016 in 
Al-Zahra Hospital in Isfahan, 120 patients with LGIB were referred, and informed 
consent for participation was obtained.

Ethical consideration is ir.mui.rec. 1394.3.606, the size of samples calculated 
according to the Cochran formula. That was 120 samples.

Participants aged <50 years and having LGIB in the form of hematochezia or 
rectorrhagia and with stable hemodynamic were included in the study. Participants 
with hemodynamic instability, history of colorectal cancer, history of consumption 
aspirin or anticoagulant, history of previous major abdominal surgery, fair colon 
preparation, intolerance to free sedation colonoscopy, advance heart and lung 
disease, documented acute diverticulitis, fulminant colitis, and definitive or sus-
pected perforation were excluded from the study [12]. After cleaning the colon with 
polyethylene glycol powder with 4–6 l, all colonoscopies were performed without 
sedation by an experienced gastroenterologist using a Fujinon 4400 Tokyo, Japan 
Video Scope. If the patients had severe pain and hence used an analgesic, they were 
excluded. Endoscopic procedures were done in the left lateral position to inhibit 
aspiration. Details of bowel-cleansing preparation of the colon, initially the patients 
underwent sigmoidoscopy considered it by getting the scope of colonoscopy from 
anal canal to splenic flexure by the end of this stage; the levels of the pain and the 
comfort of the test by physician and patient were measured with visual analog 
scale from 0 to 10 (10: without discomfort and 0: the most discomfort), duration 
of procedure were calculated in minutes, and pathologic finding were registered 
and considered as sigmoidoscopy group. In same patients, the procedure continued 
until the splenic flexure passed in the ileocecal valve, and this stage was considered 
as proximal colonoscopy and then from the splenic flexure to ileocecal valve easy 
performance of this test for the physician and the patient were measured with visual 
analog scale from zero to ten (10: without discomfort and 0: the most discomfort), 
duration of procedure to the minute and diagnosed lesions were recorded.

1.1 Statistical analysis

Data were analyzed using IBM SPSS/PC statistical software version 20, the 
descriptive analysis was based on mean ± standard deviation, and quantitative vari-
able analysis was based on number (%). Compression of comfort for patient and 
physician and time taken in sigmoidoscopy from splenic flexure to reach ileocecal 
valve were analyzed by paired t-test, and comparisons between the pathologic find-
ings in sigmoidoscopy and full colonoscopy were analyzed by McNemar test.
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2. Results

During this study, 120 patients were studied, among which 66 women (55%) 
and 54 men (45%) participated. The mean of age participants in this study was 
41 ± 7.9 years.

According to Table 1, and using paired t-test, proximal colonoscopy from 
splenic flexure to reach cecum was relatively easier for the physician and the patient 
than sigmoidoscopy (P < 0.001). Furthermore, the time spent to carry out proximal 
colonoscopy was less than the time taken for sigmoidoscopy (P < 0.001).

In Table 2, and using McNemar test, pathologic findings were compared to each 
other on the basis of doing sigmoidoscopy alone from the anal phase to the splenic 
flexure or doing a complete colonoscopy from the anus to the cecum. The findings of 
sigmoidoscopy and the second phase of the procedure (from the splenic flexure to the 
cecum) have been gathered, and we infer that, based on the table, pathologic findings 
in full colonoscopy and the findings of sigmoidoscopy showed a significant differ-
ence. It means that if the patients underwent full colonoscopy, the pathologic findings 
show statistically significant differences compared to doing sigmoidoscopy alone.

Table 1. 
Compression of feasibility for patient and physician and time in sigmoidoscopy with splenic flexure till ileocecal 
valve.

Table 2. 
The comparison between the pathologic findings in sigmoidoscopy and full colonoscopy.
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3. Discussion

The purpose of this study was to investigate the easiness of physician and the 
patient and the rate of discovering pathologic findings through sigmoidoscopy and 
full colonoscopy in patients under 50 years old with LGIB. According to the results 
of this study, doing proximal colonoscopy compared to sigmoidoscopy is easier for 
the patient and the physician, and the time spent was also less compared to sig-
moidoscopy. It seems logical that sigmoidoscopy is more difficult for the patient and 
physician despite intubation and passing from the rectosigmoid area. According 
to the pathological findings, it is assumed that the full colonoscopy has been of 
more diagnostic value for patients because of finding important pathologies. The 
results were compared with sigmoidoscopy, which indicate a significant difference 
between the levels of pathological findings in colonoscopy compared to sigmoidos-
copy. The pathological findings in colonoscopy were higher than sigmoidoscopy.

LGIB or rectal bleeding is considered as a common concern in the young people, 
and there is difficulty in making decision about sigmoidoscopy or full colonoscopy. 
As a whole, it is accepted that full colonoscopy should be performed for the people 
older than 50 years old with rectal bleeding, but there is no consensus guideline for 
patients under 50 years yet. In many studies, the researchers have shown that due 
to this matter, the LGIB or rectal bleeding is considered a common concern in the 
young people and the benign anorectal pathologies such as hemorrhoids and other 
concerns are the cause of 90% of rectal bleeding; colorectal cancer increases with 
age, the method of sigmoidoscopy is sufficient, and there is no need for colonos-
copy [11]. However, in several studies including the study performed by Wong 
et al. [13], 223 patients under 50 years old underwent colonoscopy. Among them, 4 
patients (1.8%) had colon cancer in distal colon, 22 patients (9.9%) had adenoma, 6 
patients had proximal polyps, and 60.5% of patients had hemorrhoids. They argued 
that colon cancer can occur in younger persons. Hence, in colonoscopy, it should 
be strongly considered that the results of this study are consistent with the cur-
rent study [13], or in the study of Van Rosendaal et al. performed in 2002, from 66 
patients, colonoscopy was done in 55 patients, and most of them had the lesion in 
60 cm interval of the anus, but there was a cancerous and a polyp lesion upper than 
60 cm [14]. In a study by Lewis et al. that was performed to investigate the cause 
of rectal bleeding in the young people, they concluded that doing colonoscopy in 
patients between 25 and 45 years is incremental cost-effectiveness [15]. Inconsistent 
with our study in the study of Aravindan [16], 516 patients were reviewed. They 
were treated by sigmoidoscopy because of rectal bleeding. Among them, 39 patients 
(39%) had polyps, and among them 31 cases were rectal, and 8 were sigmoid. Due 
to their histology, 1.7% was adenomatous, in one patient was rectal carcinoid, and 
in two patients (0.4%) was carcinoma, and in the other patients, there were hyper-
plastic polyps. The researchers showed that the prevalence of polyps with large size 
and advanced adenoma is very low in young people [16], or in another study per-
formed by Khalid et al. [17], they showed that 379 patients who were under 40 years 
had LGIB and were treated by full colonoscopy. Among them, seven adenomatous 
polyps and malignant lesions were discovered that all were in the distal colon. In 
persons at the age of 40–50 years, ten polyps and malignant lesions were discovered 
that one of them was in the proximal colon. They concluded that most of the lesions 
were in the distal colon; therefore, flexible sigmoidoscopy is sufficient, and there 
was no need for full colonoscopy [17]. Furthermore, in another study performed 
by Nikpour et al. [18], 402 patients with rectal bleeding underwent colonoscopy. 
Among them, 54.2% had hemorrhoid, 14.2% had anal fissure, and 14.2 had ulcer-
ative colitis which are the most prevalent pathologies. Among 121 patients, 30.1% 
had significant lesions, 6.5% had adenocarcinoma, and 7.5% had adenomatous 
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polyps, and they finally concluded that the flexible sigmoidoscopy for the patients 
under 50 years with LGIB can be sufficient [18].

In the current study, there were six pathologic findings beyond splenic 
flexure (5%) and one cancer beyond splenic flexure (0.8%) and totally 5.8% 
lesions beyond splenic flexure. These data are significant in young people. Most 
studies on young people with rectal bleeding recommended sigmoidoscopy for 
them; one reason is that most of these studies were performed in the west, and 
in these countries, the colorectal cancer is less common. However, the colorectal 
cancer in South Asian countries is more complex and is more frequent among 
young people [19, 20]. It seems reasonable that in these countries such as Iran, 
the young patients with rectal bleeding should be evaluated by full colonos-
copy. On the other hand, in young people, most pathologies causing LGIB are 
the benign anorectal lesions, but it may be the colorectal lesions need the full 
colonoscopy. According to our results, most discovered lesions in these patients 
are anorectal lesions and hemorrhoids that these results are consistent with the 
other studies as the other observed lesions have been distal colon. According to 
our results, if in the patients, from the beginning, full colonoscopy was per-
formed, the numbers of discovered pathologies in colonoscopy would be higher 
than sigmoidoscopy, and it is significantly different (P < 0.001). In our study, 
even though the cost of procedure was increased, the time and comfort of the 
procedure do not differ from sigmoidoscopy, and the rate of diagnosis of lesions 
increased; therefore, it is advised that in patients under 50 years and with LGIB, 
full colonoscopy was considered, especially in Iranian people. Anatomy of the 
colon was different in Iran from western countries. In Iran, because of high-fiber 
diet, the sigmoid colon is usually more tortuous and elongated than in western 
countries. Therefore, sigmoidoscopy is more complicated and time-spending 
procedure more than expected in western countries. As the result, total colonos-
copy is more helpful than sigmoidoscopy as diagnostic procedure and needs less 
time to do.

Since our sample size is small and there is no personal guideline for doing 
colonoscopy or sigmoidoscopy in patients under 50 years, and due to ethical issues, 
we did full colonoscopy for all patients, and we did not have two distinct separate 
groups to investigate the variables such as age and sex individually in each group. It 
is recommended that this study be performed in larger sample size and done in two 
separate groups to use the results in the studies.

4. Conclusions

With regard to this matter, if these patients were under full colonoscopy from 
the beginning, the satisfaction level in colonoscopy has statistically significant dif-
ference with sigmoidoscopy, and it is recommended that the patients under 50 years 
with rectal bleeding should be under full colonoscopy.
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3. Discussion

The purpose of this study was to investigate the easiness of physician and the 
patient and the rate of discovering pathologic findings through sigmoidoscopy and 
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the patient and the physician, and the time spent was also less compared to sig-
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physician despite intubation and passing from the rectosigmoid area. According 
to the pathological findings, it is assumed that the full colonoscopy has been of 
more diagnostic value for patients because of finding important pathologies. The 
results were compared with sigmoidoscopy, which indicate a significant difference 
between the levels of pathological findings in colonoscopy compared to sigmoidos-
copy. The pathological findings in colonoscopy were higher than sigmoidoscopy.
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that colon cancer can occur in younger persons. Hence, in colonoscopy, it should 
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patients, colonoscopy was done in 55 patients, and most of them had the lesion in 
60 cm interval of the anus, but there was a cancerous and a polyp lesion upper than 
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of rectal bleeding in the young people, they concluded that doing colonoscopy in 
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were treated by sigmoidoscopy because of rectal bleeding. Among them, 39 patients 
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in two patients (0.4%) was carcinoma, and in the other patients, there were hyper-
plastic polyps. The researchers showed that the prevalence of polyps with large size 
and advanced adenoma is very low in young people [16], or in another study per-
formed by Khalid et al. [17], they showed that 379 patients who were under 40 years 
had LGIB and were treated by full colonoscopy. Among them, seven adenomatous 
polyps and malignant lesions were discovered that all were in the distal colon. In 
persons at the age of 40–50 years, ten polyps and malignant lesions were discovered 
that one of them was in the proximal colon. They concluded that most of the lesions 
were in the distal colon; therefore, flexible sigmoidoscopy is sufficient, and there 
was no need for full colonoscopy [17]. Furthermore, in another study performed 
by Nikpour et al. [18], 402 patients with rectal bleeding underwent colonoscopy. 
Among them, 54.2% had hemorrhoid, 14.2% had anal fissure, and 14.2 had ulcer-
ative colitis which are the most prevalent pathologies. Among 121 patients, 30.1% 
had significant lesions, 6.5% had adenocarcinoma, and 7.5% had adenomatous 
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lesions beyond splenic flexure. These data are significant in young people. Most 
studies on young people with rectal bleeding recommended sigmoidoscopy for 
them; one reason is that most of these studies were performed in the west, and 
in these countries, the colorectal cancer is less common. However, the colorectal 
cancer in South Asian countries is more complex and is more frequent among 
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the young patients with rectal bleeding should be evaluated by full colonos-
copy. On the other hand, in young people, most pathologies causing LGIB are 
the benign anorectal lesions, but it may be the colorectal lesions need the full 
colonoscopy. According to our results, most discovered lesions in these patients 
are anorectal lesions and hemorrhoids that these results are consistent with the 
other studies as the other observed lesions have been distal colon. According to 
our results, if in the patients, from the beginning, full colonoscopy was per-
formed, the numbers of discovered pathologies in colonoscopy would be higher 
than sigmoidoscopy, and it is significantly different (P < 0.001). In our study, 
even though the cost of procedure was increased, the time and comfort of the 
procedure do not differ from sigmoidoscopy, and the rate of diagnosis of lesions 
increased; therefore, it is advised that in patients under 50 years and with LGIB, 
full colonoscopy was considered, especially in Iranian people. Anatomy of the 
colon was different in Iran from western countries. In Iran, because of high-fiber 
diet, the sigmoid colon is usually more tortuous and elongated than in western 
countries. Therefore, sigmoidoscopy is more complicated and time-spending 
procedure more than expected in western countries. As the result, total colonos-
copy is more helpful than sigmoidoscopy as diagnostic procedure and needs less 
time to do.

Since our sample size is small and there is no personal guideline for doing 
colonoscopy or sigmoidoscopy in patients under 50 years, and due to ethical issues, 
we did full colonoscopy for all patients, and we did not have two distinct separate 
groups to investigate the variables such as age and sex individually in each group. It 
is recommended that this study be performed in larger sample size and done in two 
separate groups to use the results in the studies.

4. Conclusions

With regard to this matter, if these patients were under full colonoscopy from 
the beginning, the satisfaction level in colonoscopy has statistically significant dif-
ference with sigmoidoscopy, and it is recommended that the patients under 50 years 
with rectal bleeding should be under full colonoscopy.
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Chapter 6

Radioimaging Diagnosis of 
Vaterian Ampulloma: Technique, 
Semiology, and Differential 
Diagnosis - Review
Ana Magdalena Bratu and Constantin Zaharia

Abstract

The lining of the Vater papilla represents a complex set of folds of the mucous 
membrane which acts as an anti-reflux valve and participates in regulating the flow 
in pancreatic and biliary secretion. The constitutive smooth muscles of the Oddi 
sphincter differ both anatomically and especially embryologically from the parietal 
duodenal muscles. This is one of the reasons why some authors believe that the vate-
rian ampulloma is a distinct oncologic entity from the rest of the duodenal or pan-
creatic primitive neoplasia. The variations of the implantation manner in the papilla 
of the common bile duct and pancreatic one simultaneously determine different 
ways of surgical approach of malignancies of this region. Radioimaging diagnostic 
methods in suspected vaterian ampulloma require a more special technique. The 
purpose of this paper is to determine the potential semiological, radiological, and 
imaging characteristics that will allow a diagnosis of vaterian ampulloma, consider-
ing that the surgical therapy, as well as the survival rate in patients, is different from 
the other neoplasm of the region.

Keywords: vaterian ampulloma, duodenum, barium meal, duodenography, 
computed tomography, MRI, vaterian ampulloma

1. Introduction

The region of the ampulla of Vater is an anatomical and functional complex, a 
separate entity, mainly comprising the biliopancreaticoduodenal confluence area. 
The ampulla territory includes in its structure the terminal portion of the choledoch, 
including the Oddi sphincter and the main duct of Wirsung, forming the papilla at 
the duodenal level. In 85% of cases, the openings of the main bile duct and the pan-
creatic canal are common. The terminal choledoch, after crossing the duodenal wall, 
next to the duct of Wirsung, opens in the ampulla of Vater. The choledoch implants 
in the papilla is variable. In most cases, the choledoch has a tangential implantation 
through the duodenal wall, reaching the level of the ampulla, the choledoch ends 
differently, either with a highly developed sphincter in the case of a small ampulla or 
with a much less developed sphincter in the case of a well-highlighted ampulla [1].

The localization of the papilla at the duodenum level is in most cases on the 
medial contour of the descending duodenum, at the junction of the middle third 
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with the lower third, but ectopic positions of the papilla are known, cranial at 
1–2 cm below the bulb level, or caudal at the lower duodenal knee level [1].

A special place is occupied by the cancers of the ampulla of Vater, which are 
distinct entities, separate from those of the duodenum, although the anatomical 
location of the ampulla of Vater is at the level of the descending duodenum, due to 
their embryological origins and the different histological structures [1].

Neoplasms of the vaterian region, also known as vaterian ampulloma, may 
have as a starting point the cylindrical choledochal epithelium, the Wirsungian 
cubic epithelium, or the glandular epithelium of the papilla. Due to their ori-
gin in an epithelial type tissue structure, histopathologically these tumors are 
adenocarcinomas [1].

2. Radioimaging techniques of the duodenopancreatic region

The involvement of the duodenum in the neighboring tumor pathology is 
explained primarily by the multitude of anatomical direct relationships that this 
organ has with the pancreas, liver, right kidney, colonic hepatic angle, etc.

Neoplasms of the vicinity that have been shown to be invasive in the duodenum 
are pancreatic tumors, regardless of the segment of this organ, hepatomas, gallblad-
der cancers, cholangiocarcinomas, malignancies of the right kidney, and colonic, 
retroperitoneal, as well as gastric duodenal lymphoma. Of these, the most common 
are the pancreatic neoplasms and the vaterian ampullomas [1].

From our experience, duodenal neoplasms can reach 13% of the total number 
of neoplasms of the pancreatic-duodenal region, most common being the invasive 
pancreatic cancer in the duodenum, with a percentage reaching up to 65%, followed 
by the vaterian ampullomas with a frequency of over 10% [1].

Talamini et al. [2] considers in a study conducted over a 28-year period that 
ampullary adenocarcinomas are the second most common malignancy in the peri-
ampullary region. In the present work, the vaterian ampullomas are in second place 
by frequency, after the pancreatic neoplasms, but in a ratio equal to the duodenal 
malignancies themselves.

The objectives of the radio-imagistic explorations in the vaterian ampulloma are:

• Detection of the tumor lesion, providing information on the location, shape, 
dimensions, and contours of the space replacement process, as well as on the 
presence of any ulcerations or fistulas and the degree of lumen stenosis

• The state of the duodenal mucosa, insisting on the morphofunctional and 
autoplastic changes

• Modifications of the duodenal papilla

• Changes in size of the duodenal wall

• Extension of the ampullary lesion in the periduodenal space

• The existence of modifications of the parenchymatous organs or segments 
of the digestive tract potentially involved in the mechanisms of tumor onset 
or the degree of tumor invasion in the neighboring organs

• The existence of possible subdiaphragmatic adenopathies
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2.1 Radiological exploration

2.1.1 Conventional radiological examination: barium meal

By its anatomical location, any lesion at the level of the ampulla of Vater requires 
the radiological study of the duodenal framework, especially the descending 
duodenum.

Examination of the duodenum follows that of the stomach, which is why some 
aspects are difficult to highlight or elude the examiner due to technical defects or 
because he is distracted by the presence of other concomitant or associated lesions 
of the esophagus or stomach.

2.1.1.1 Simple contrast technique

The technique of examining the duodenum using simple contrast is that used in 
routine examination, following that of the esophagus and the stomach [1]. During 
this examination the patient ingests 240–360 ml of barium sulfate suspension in 
water, concentration 30–40%. It is preferable for the contrast agent to have small 
particles with a high dispersion degree of 4000–6000 particles/cm2. For a better 
adhesion of the contrast agent to the mucosal folds, it is recommended to associate a 
homogenizing agent such as methyl cellulose in the barium sulfate suspension.

Preparation of the patient in the event of a suspected vaterian ampulloma 
should be done with great care, including an adequate diet, avoiding fermentable 
foods, long-molecule cellulose, and excess lipids, prohibiting any food intake 
6–8 hours before examination, or secretion evacuation if the existence of a stenosis 
is a certainty. In order not to modify the functional duodenal mechano-secretory 
behavior, it is advisable to avoid the administration of drugs with implication in the 
duodenopancreatic physiology.

In this method of examination, the bulb and the rest of the duodenal frame 
are filled with contrast agent due to gravity and normal peristaltic movements of 
the stomach, the patient being in orthostatism, ventral decubitus, or right lateral 
decubitus.

The technique of simple contrast duodenal exploration is a routine examina-
tion. It can be performed at any radiology office. However, the method also has 
drawbacks, the main ones being the overlap of the antrum and the sometimes-
insufficient distension of the duodenum.

2.1.1.2 Double-contrast technique

This technique can be mainly achieved in two ways [1]:

a. Double-contrast hypotonic duodenography

b. Probe duodenography

2.1.1.2.1 Double-contrast hypotonic duodenography

Evaluation of the duodenum in double contrast may be part of the standard 
double contrast of the upper gastrointestinal tract. The examination starts with the 
carrying out of a seriography after ingesting a single barium swallow that allows a 
good lining of the digestive mucosa; this represents the mucographic time. At the 
same time, the exact position of the different portions of the gastric segment is noted.
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with the lower third, but ectopic positions of the papilla are known, cranial at 
1–2 cm below the bulb level, or caudal at the lower duodenal knee level [1].

A special place is occupied by the cancers of the ampulla of Vater, which are 
distinct entities, separate from those of the duodenum, although the anatomical 
location of the ampulla of Vater is at the level of the descending duodenum, due to 
their embryological origins and the different histological structures [1].

Neoplasms of the vaterian region, also known as vaterian ampulloma, may 
have as a starting point the cylindrical choledochal epithelium, the Wirsungian 
cubic epithelium, or the glandular epithelium of the papilla. Due to their ori-
gin in an epithelial type tissue structure, histopathologically these tumors are 
adenocarcinomas [1].

2. Radioimaging techniques of the duodenopancreatic region

The involvement of the duodenum in the neighboring tumor pathology is 
explained primarily by the multitude of anatomical direct relationships that this 
organ has with the pancreas, liver, right kidney, colonic hepatic angle, etc.

Neoplasms of the vicinity that have been shown to be invasive in the duodenum 
are pancreatic tumors, regardless of the segment of this organ, hepatomas, gallblad-
der cancers, cholangiocarcinomas, malignancies of the right kidney, and colonic, 
retroperitoneal, as well as gastric duodenal lymphoma. Of these, the most common 
are the pancreatic neoplasms and the vaterian ampullomas [1].

From our experience, duodenal neoplasms can reach 13% of the total number 
of neoplasms of the pancreatic-duodenal region, most common being the invasive 
pancreatic cancer in the duodenum, with a percentage reaching up to 65%, followed 
by the vaterian ampullomas with a frequency of over 10% [1].

Talamini et al. [2] considers in a study conducted over a 28-year period that 
ampullary adenocarcinomas are the second most common malignancy in the peri-
ampullary region. In the present work, the vaterian ampullomas are in second place 
by frequency, after the pancreatic neoplasms, but in a ratio equal to the duodenal 
malignancies themselves.

The objectives of the radio-imagistic explorations in the vaterian ampulloma are:

• Detection of the tumor lesion, providing information on the location, shape, 
dimensions, and contours of the space replacement process, as well as on the 
presence of any ulcerations or fistulas and the degree of lumen stenosis

• The state of the duodenal mucosa, insisting on the morphofunctional and 
autoplastic changes

• Modifications of the duodenal papilla

• Changes in size of the duodenal wall

• Extension of the ampullary lesion in the periduodenal space

• The existence of modifications of the parenchymatous organs or segments 
of the digestive tract potentially involved in the mechanisms of tumor onset 
or the degree of tumor invasion in the neighboring organs

• The existence of possible subdiaphragmatic adenopathies
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2.1 Radiological exploration

2.1.1 Conventional radiological examination: barium meal

By its anatomical location, any lesion at the level of the ampulla of Vater requires 
the radiological study of the duodenal framework, especially the descending 
duodenum.

Examination of the duodenum follows that of the stomach, which is why some 
aspects are difficult to highlight or elude the examiner due to technical defects or 
because he is distracted by the presence of other concomitant or associated lesions 
of the esophagus or stomach.

2.1.1.1 Simple contrast technique

The technique of examining the duodenum using simple contrast is that used in 
routine examination, following that of the esophagus and the stomach [1]. During 
this examination the patient ingests 240–360 ml of barium sulfate suspension in 
water, concentration 30–40%. It is preferable for the contrast agent to have small 
particles with a high dispersion degree of 4000–6000 particles/cm2. For a better 
adhesion of the contrast agent to the mucosal folds, it is recommended to associate a 
homogenizing agent such as methyl cellulose in the barium sulfate suspension.

Preparation of the patient in the event of a suspected vaterian ampulloma 
should be done with great care, including an adequate diet, avoiding fermentable 
foods, long-molecule cellulose, and excess lipids, prohibiting any food intake 
6–8 hours before examination, or secretion evacuation if the existence of a stenosis 
is a certainty. In order not to modify the functional duodenal mechano-secretory 
behavior, it is advisable to avoid the administration of drugs with implication in the 
duodenopancreatic physiology.

In this method of examination, the bulb and the rest of the duodenal frame 
are filled with contrast agent due to gravity and normal peristaltic movements of 
the stomach, the patient being in orthostatism, ventral decubitus, or right lateral 
decubitus.

The technique of simple contrast duodenal exploration is a routine examina-
tion. It can be performed at any radiology office. However, the method also has 
drawbacks, the main ones being the overlap of the antrum and the sometimes-
insufficient distension of the duodenum.

2.1.1.2 Double-contrast technique

This technique can be mainly achieved in two ways [1]:

a. Double-contrast hypotonic duodenography

b. Probe duodenography

2.1.1.2.1 Double-contrast hypotonic duodenography

Evaluation of the duodenum in double contrast may be part of the standard 
double contrast of the upper gastrointestinal tract. The examination starts with the 
carrying out of a seriography after ingesting a single barium swallow that allows a 
good lining of the digestive mucosa; this represents the mucographic time. At the 
same time, the exact position of the different portions of the gastric segment is noted.
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The double-contrast hypotonic duodenography can be obtained using two 
methods: the double-contrast method performed during the eso-gastro-duodenal 
examination, using glucagon and a gaseous potion as a pharmacodynamics, or the 
hypotonic duodenography in which the patient is given an antispastic after adminis-
tration of the contrast agent.

In the first method, the double-contrast phase can be obtained by inducing 
a short-term hypotonia by injecting 0.1 mg of glucagon IV at the beginning of 
the examination, after which the patient ingests the gaseous agent, respectively, 
a mixture of citric acid and sodium bicarbonate, with 10 ml of water and high-
density barium sulfate, of about 200–250 wt/vol%. After 5–10 min, during which 
the esophagus and stomach are examined, the hypotonic effect of the glucagon is 
finished so that the air and barium pass easily through the pylorus and reach the 
duodenum. The positioning of the patient in ventral and left posterior oblique 
decubitus fills the duodenal bulb with high-density barium. The compression 
performed in ventral decubitus is not as useful as in simple contrast due to the 
increased barium density. We can obtain a series of double-contrast images of both 
the bulb and duodenal frame in the right anterior oblique position after the patient 
ingests 240 ml of low-density barium suspension.

The method has maximum reliability for examining the stomach, duodenal 
bulb, and possibly the descending duodenum. It has the disadvantage that it does 
not allow a good assessment of the state of the duodenal mucosa, and the overlaps 
of the antral portion cannot always be excluded. Also, the two fractions of barium 
suspension can be mixed, which may induce interpretation errors.

In the second method, the exploration is required to be carried out quickly; the 
patient should swallow 100–150 ml of barium sulfate suspension. The patient is 
placed in dorsal decubitus, then the antispastic is injected, after which the subject 
is immediately repositioned in the right lateral decubitus, a position in which 
he ingests the effervescent potion through a pipette or cannula. The contrast 
agent enters the duodenum which is already in hypotonic state. The duodenum 
in repletion and hypotonia is radiographed in this position and in several inci-
dences in left posterior oblique position. The duodenal distension fades in dorsal 
decubitus and the root of the mesentery no longer ensuring its compression on 
D3. An accumulation of contrast agents is observed in the bulb. In this situation it 
is sufficient to raise the table by 30° in order to evacuate it and to be able to carry 
out the correct seriographies on the duodenum, especially the descending portion 
and the bulb, which, due to the hypotony, expands with the gas released by the 
effervescent potion.

There is also a method that can prevent overlapping of the gastric antral. This 
consists of introducing an Einhorn probe into the duodenum and through it 10 ml 
of xylin, with high viscosity administered at body temperature, which can achieve 
a hypotonia of the duodenum after a few minutes. Instead of xylin, scobutil can be 
used, administered intravenously. The hypotonic effect occurs in about 15–30 min. 
Barium sulfate suspension administration on the probe allows the duodenal frame-
work to be completely opacified.

The method also has disadvantages. Antispasmodics alter the kinetics, tonicity, 
and duodenal secretion. During this time, due to the induced changes, the duodenal 
stasis is accentuated. For this reason, the low-density barium sulfate suspension is 
mixed with the stasis liquid, and if we do not use a homogenizing agent, bubbles 
may appear at the air-liquid interface that can fix themselves on the mucous folds, 
leading to an erroneous diagnosis. The method gives exclusively morphological 
information which means an incomplete radiological diagnosis. Due to hypotonia 
and hypokinesia, any stiffness and the study of autoplasty cannot be properly 
appreciated.
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2.1.1.2.2 Selective duodenography or probe duodenography

This method is used when the radiologist is interested in studying the duodenal 
framework or when, following previous examinations, the suspicion of a strictly 
localized lesion at this level is raised.

An enteral probe is used to perform this technique. The probe is introduced 
nasally or orally after the pharyngeal mucosa is embrocated or anesthetic solution 
is gargled. The distal end of the probe should reach the mid-level of D2; insertion 
of the probe into the stomach is done with the patient in a seated position, after 
which the patient lies in a right lateral decubitus and the probe is passed through the 
pylorus. To avoid coiling the probe, it is good to use either a probe weighted at the 
end or a metallic, soft, and flexible guide. The positioning of the probe will be done 
under radioscopic control. Then the duodenum is aspirated, after which the barium 
suspension is introduced under pressure, in a volume of about 30–50 ml. The 
suspension of barium sulfate must be fluid, homogeneous, and very adherent. It is 
indicated that the barium sulfate has a high dispersion degree and the suspension 
contains a methyl cellulose-type surfactant. Double contrast is obtained by blow-
ing about 80–100 cm3 of air into the duodenum. The insufflation is gradual, under 
radioscopic control during examination.

The examination is performed in several positions and incidences, being manda-
tory to start from dorsal and right oblique anterior decubitus, continuing with the 
ventral and oblique posterior left decubitus, performing serial X-rays. Highlighting 
any anomalies requires X-rays of different incidences and intermediate positions, 
being able to better highlight the lesion.

The results are good, but they require a perfect knowledge of the anatomy of the 
region and the normal radiological aspect, since it differs from the known radiologi-
cal anatomy.

The main advantage of the method is that it is possible to avoid overlaps with 
other segments of the digestive tract, especially with the gastric antrum. Also, 
by this method, small lesions of the mucosa can be detected, which can elude the 
examiner in simple contrast or in double contrast performed during the eso-gastro-
duodenal examination. Antispastic substances that modify normal duodenal 
tonicity and kinetics and which modify duodenal secretion are not used. In this way 
the examination can also provide functional data of the investigated segment.

The examination is unpleasant for the patient due to the need to introduce the 
probe; therefore it is advisable that the examination be preceded by a brief discussion 
with the subject, in which the technique and the need for the examination will be 
explained to him. The crossing of the pylorus cannot always be realized; at position 
changes, a withdrawal of the probe into the stomach can occur, an incident that can 
also occur at a sharp intake of breath. This can be avoided if the examination is per-
formed using a probe with a balloon at the end, which will set it to the desired level. 
The advantage of using such a probe is to prevent airflow back into the gastric antrum.

The time required for the examination is long. The technique is not of first inten-
tion, usually being performed only when there are clear clinical indications about 
the presence of a space replacement process.

The radiological techniques described can assess the overall duodenal morphol-
ogy. Under distension and hypotony, the duodenal frame as a whole appears slightly 
enlarged. The examination allows to identify the duodenal anatomical segments 
and their possible anatomical variants (reverse V duodenum, mobile duodenum, 
small duodenal frame, surrounding the bulb, as in the case of gastric ptosis).

On the postero-external border of the descending duodenum, it is possible to 
highlight a possible imprint, due to the direct relations with the right kidney at 
this level.
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framework or when, following previous examinations, the suspicion of a strictly 
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Duodenal distension is exercised up to the level of its horizontal portion, 
immediately after the lower knee, when the examination is performed in ventral 
and oblique posterior left decubitus, being determined by the compression of the 
mesenter’s root over D3; in dorsal decubitus the compression is attenuated.

In dorsal decubitus the large papilla is visualized as a round-oval or oval 
transparency, contoured by the contrast substance. This area corresponds to the 
intramural pathway of the choledoch. The surrounding, well-visualized folds can 
converge into a single longitudinal fold or a bifid fold. The small papilla is rarely 
seen as a round lacunar image, with a diameter of about 5 mm, located cranially and 
medially to the large papilla.

In lateral decubitus, the longitudinal fold is highlighted on the endoluminal 
face, and the external duodenal contour becomes rectilinear due to the distension 
that erases the connivent valves. At the place of formation of the longitudinal fold, 
toward the tuber, a notch can be distinguished, which corresponds to the cho-
ledochian sphincter at this level. The small papilla is sometimes viewed as a notch 
located cranially to the large papilla.

Conventional radiological techniques represent at this time methods that are 
really historical, computed tomography replacing almost all of them.

2.1.2 Computed tomography

Technological progress (much shorter scanning time, better spatial resolution) 
and the new adapted examination protocols allow accurate study of the digestive 
wall and extra-parietal lesion extension [1, 3–8].

The main problem is obtaining an optimal distension of the duodenum in order 
to be able to correctly estimate the thickness of its wall, which is the most important 
computed tomography criterion of normality.

The duodenum is the most difficult region to examine due to the difficulty of 
obtaining adequate opacity, this being determined by the accelerated transport of 
water into the lumen, the water that dilutes the contrast agent.

Therefore, for the study of the duodenum, in fact of the entire upper digestive 
floor, the CT scan must be preceded by the ingestion of 600 ml of iodinated, water-
soluble contrast substance, in a dilution of 2–3% approx. 5–10 min beforehand. IV 
antispastics can also be associated, which allow for a good study of the duodenal 
framework and the dissociation of the pancreas head. The exclusive use of air 
distension, as well as the use of simple water in combination with gastroduodenal 
hypotonia, increases the quality of parietography. The normal thickness of the 
duodenal wall is considered to be 3–4 mm.

The use of antispasmodics administered IV may diminish the artifacts gener-
ated by peristalsis, but due to the current ability to use a scanning time of less than 
5 seconds, it is no longer of interest.

The intravenous administration of the iodinated contrast agent should be 
systematic for assessing the iodophilia of the lesion and for studying the relation-
ships with the neighboring structures. It is also used to assess the extent of the 
tumor lesion, by determining the metastases, as well as to assess the existence of 
any abnormalities in the parenchymal organs, in relation to the duodenal disease or 
simultaneous with it.

In view of the frequent involvement of the duodenum in the neighboring 
tumors, especially those in the pancreas, in the vaterian ampulloma, etc., perform-
ing the computed tomographic examination both native and with contrast agent 
becomes almost obligatory. Thus, computed tomography becomes the essential 
method of establishing the starting point in duodenal tumor determinations, at the 
same time achieving the pre-therapeutic balance of the lesion extension.  
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The administration of the intravenous contrast substance allows at the same time to 
opacify the vascular landmarks of this region, particularly the renal vein, inferior 
vena cava, as well as of the superior splenic and mesenteric vessels. The possibility 
of conducting the spiral computed tomographic examination gives almost overlap-
ping information with the angiographic examination.

The acquisition is made through contiguous sections, 5 mm thick, but 3 mm sec-
tions can be used to allow analysis of small organs or to obtain details on the lesion.

The patient is initially placed in dorsal decubitus. The computed tomographic 
examination can be complemented, depending on the needs, with sections per-
formed in ventral decubitus, lateral decubitus, sections that highlight the digestive 
connection of large tumor masses, and their dissociation from the adjacent viscera.

The use of some image processing techniques allows biplane or spatial recon-
struction of the bile ducts and the duct of Wirsung and is usually used to detect 
lesions of distal bile ducts and in the vaterian ampulloma.

2.2 Imaging explorations

2.2.1 Ultrasound

Ultrasonography as an imaging exploration of the duodenum is not a pri-
mary intention technique [1, 9]. It can be performed transabdominally—routine 
examination in which the primary information is related to the pathology of the 
parenchymal organs—and echoendoscopy, a method with maximum reliability on 
the pathology of the duodenal wall and the eventual differential diagnosis between 
primitive duodenal lesions/invasion by contiguity.

If the first technique of ultrasonographic exploration has a general addressability 
and accessibility, not requiring a special training of the patient, the second technique 
requires special equipment and a special skillset, being used especially by the doc-
tors performing endoscopy, as a complement to a routine endoscopic examination.

Transparietal ultrasound can reveal changes of the duodenal peristaltic, duode-
nal stasis, or parietal duodenal infiltration. Complementing the examination with 
the Doppler technique may bring additional information to the duodenal tumor 
pathology. Probes of at least 5 MHz should be used for better lesion detection.

Ultrasound examination of the pancreas and distal bile ducts is the primary 
method for any suspected tumor pathology.

The specificity and sensitivity of the method depend on the quality of the equip-
ment, but in particular, on the experience of the one using the method.

2.2.2 MRI

MRI scanning is not a primary imaging technique for patients with suspected 
tumor pathology of the duodenum-pancreatic region [1, 10–17]. The possibility 
of clearly highlighting soft structures and multiplane images makes this method 
superior to computer tomographic exploration. Magnetic resonance highlights both 
the duodenal wall and the intraluminal duodenal content.

The body antenna is most commonly used. The spin echo sequences are consti-
tuted as reference sequences. T1-weighted sequences with short TR and TE allow 
excellent spatial resolution, providing the best morphological information of 
abdominal viscera.

T2-weighted sequences with long TR and TE have a good resolution in contrast 
and allow a more reliable tissue study. Given the relatively long acquisition time, 
at least 3 min, FLASH or SPGR gradient echo sequences are used more frequently, 
although they have a lower signal-to-noise ratio.
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The use of fat saturation sequences reduces respiratory and structural artifacts 
but has a longer acquisition time.

For a complete study, it is absolutely necessary to use sequences specific to the 
study of vessels.

In case of suspicion of an ampullary tumor, MRCP is mandatory. In the last three 
decades, this technique has become absolutely necessary in the diagnosis of a biliary 
duct obstruction, obstruction which is caused at the right level by an ampullary 
tumor. MRCP is a diagnostic method, while ERCP remained a rather interventional 
method. T2 hyperintensive sequences are used, which make the content of both 
biliary and Wirsung ducts white in contrast to the rest of the structures. Sequences 
with thin sections (3–5 mm), which have the purpose of an MIP type reconstruc-
tion, and sequences with thick sections (30–50 mm), which have a short acquisition 
time (<5 s) and which are performed in multiple planes, are used. The acquisitions 
are made in the coronal and oblique coronal plane. If we refer strictly to MRCP, the 
administration of the contrast agent is not obligatory, but in the case of the ampul-
lary tumors, this is a complementary sequence that is associated with the abdominal 
MRI scan. The MRCP highlights the contents and implicitly the size of the bile ducts 
and the duct of Wirsung, but does not give details on their wall, which was done by 
an abdominal MRI scan.

However, with MRCP you can administer negative oral contrast agent that 
reduces the hypersignal of gastric and intestinal fluids, thus increasing the contrast 
of the contents of the bile ducts and the duct of Wirsung.

In addition, the MRCP technique can provide information on the pancreatic 
function. This is achieved by the intravenous administration of secretin which has 
the role of increasing the pancreatic exocrine function, so it will increase the flow 
and quantity of pancreatic juice, and implicitly it will expand to the maximum 
the pancreatic ducts, thus being able to highlight both the main duct and the 
secondary ones.

The axial plane examination constitutes the reference sequences of the examina-
tion. In order to specify the exact anatomical reports or for the study of the vessels, 
frontal and coronal acquisitions are also made.

The mucosal study is performed using water per os or more reliably through the 
probe. The study of parietal changes requires sequences with paramagnetic contrast 
products.

The MR exploration, due to the possibilities of acquisition, processing, and 
reconstruction of the images, allows the study of the biliary ducts, having major 
importance in the tumor pathology of the duodenopancreatic region and the study 
dedicated to the vessels related to this region.

3. Semiology of ampulla of Vater neoplasms

The histological structure comprises the tunics of the duodenal wall but also a 
separate muscular entity—the Oddi sphincter [1]. In terms of structure, the smooth 
musculature of the Oddi sphincter differs both anatomically and embryologically 
from the surrounding duodenal musculature. Its mechanical and electrical activity 
is independent and different from that of the duodenal muscle, but it is integrated 
into myogenic, regulating mechanisms through innervation and hormonal activity.

The mucus of the Vater papilla forms a complicated system of folds whose main 
function is the creation of “valves” with anti-reflux role, especially for biliary drain-
age. The ampulla of Vater is visible during the radiological examination in double 
contrast of the duodenum, being recognizable due to the presence of a superior 
fold and the longitudinal fold, located on the posteromedial face of the descending 
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duodenum. Frequently at this level, there are two oblique folds. In conventional 
radiological exploration, in simple contrast, visualization of the papilla is much 
more difficult.

These are briefly some of the anatomical, functional, and embryological argu-
ments that cause the tumor pathology of the ampulla of Vater to be treated sepa-
rately from that of the duodenum, although the location of the Vater papilla is at the 
level of the descending duodenum, approximately in the middle of it.

These considerations have a very important practical substrate. According to 
Dudiak et al. [7], there is a direct interrelation between the anatomy and the embry-
ology of the papilla and the radiological and endoscopic exploration possibilities, 
but especially in interventional radiology and endoscopy.

3.1 Radioimaging changes found in ampulla of Vater neoplasms

Regardless of the radioimaging method used, in the case of neoplasms of the 
ampulla of Vater, several signs that can guide the diagnosis can be highlighted 
(Figure 1).

Computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging are particularly reliable 
in diagnosing cancers of the ampulla of Vater (Figures 2 and 3).

Next we tried an analysis of these signs, direct or indirect, which alone or associ-
ated would help the radiologist to diagnose the lesion as accurately as possible.

3.2 The lacuna

The classical radiological appearance of the ampullar neoplasm consists of a 
lacunar image located in the region of the ampulla of Vater, which can be located 
intraluminally or marginally, on the internal contour of the second portion of the 
duodenum. This radiological change is also mentioned as a radiological sign of 
probability of a vaterian ampulloma by Caroli et al. [18].

The lacuna, as an elementary change in the radiological diagnosis of the 
ampulla, has lost its importance with the advent of other techniques of radioimag-
ing investigation. In view of its existence, relatively frequently encountered today 
in standard radiological exploration protocols, we introduced the analysis of this 
radiological sign in this study as well.

Figure 1. 
Vaterian ampulloma: Conventional exploration.
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ments that cause the tumor pathology of the ampulla of Vater to be treated sepa-
rately from that of the duodenum, although the location of the Vater papilla is at the 
level of the descending duodenum, approximately in the middle of it.

These considerations have a very important practical substrate. According to 
Dudiak et al. [7], there is a direct interrelation between the anatomy and the embry-
ology of the papilla and the radiological and endoscopic exploration possibilities, 
but especially in interventional radiology and endoscopy.

3.1 Radioimaging changes found in ampulla of Vater neoplasms

Regardless of the radioimaging method used, in the case of neoplasms of the 
ampulla of Vater, several signs that can guide the diagnosis can be highlighted 
(Figure 1).

Computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging are particularly reliable 
in diagnosing cancers of the ampulla of Vater (Figures 2 and 3).

Next we tried an analysis of these signs, direct or indirect, which alone or associ-
ated would help the radiologist to diagnose the lesion as accurately as possible.

3.2 The lacuna

The classical radiological appearance of the ampullar neoplasm consists of a 
lacunar image located in the region of the ampulla of Vater, which can be located 
intraluminally or marginally, on the internal contour of the second portion of the 
duodenum. This radiological change is also mentioned as a radiological sign of 
probability of a vaterian ampulloma by Caroli et al. [18].

The lacuna, as an elementary change in the radiological diagnosis of the 
ampulla, has lost its importance with the advent of other techniques of radioimag-
ing investigation. In view of its existence, relatively frequently encountered today 
in standard radiological exploration protocols, we introduced the analysis of this 
radiological sign in this study as well.

Figure 1. 
Vaterian ampulloma: Conventional exploration.
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The lacuna can be highlighted in a percentage of less than 40% of the total cases 
of malignancies of the pancreatic-duodenal region [1] (Figure 4).

The standardized criteria of malignancy of a lacuna considers that it must have 
an irregular and erased contour; it must interrupt the folds, due to peritumoral 
malignant infiltration, coexisting with the presence of possible superficial ulcer-
ations; and, in principle, it is larger than 2–3 cm. Although it is known that ampul-
lary carcinomas do not reach overly large sizes until the moment of diagnosis, due 
to the relatively rapid installation of jaundice, the specialized literature attests the 
presence of areas of neoplastic cells in the structure of a vaterian adenoma, even of 
very small dimensions.

Because of this, but also due to the fact that a conventional radiological exami-
nation, no matter how well performed, cannot accomplish the benign-malignant 
differentiation in the case of ampullary tumors, we consider that only the contours 
and dimensions of the ampullae should be analyzed.

From a dimensional point of view, we classified the lacunas in the ampulloma in 
gaps with diameters between 1–3, 3–5, and over 5 cm.

It is proven that this neoplastic entity is in the form of a small space replacement 
process, below 3 cm in a percentage of 70%, the remaining 30% being tumors with 
dimensions between 3 and 5 cm. You can also see the absence of space replacement 
processes with dimensions over 5 cm.

Semelka et al. [19], following a study carried out over a 2-year period, regard-
ing the ampullary carcinoma, have concluded that the dimensions of this type of 
neoplasia do not exceed 5.5 cm.

Figure 2. 
Vaterian ampulloma: CT exploration.

Figure 3. 
Vaterian ampulloma: MRI exploration.
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These are arguments in favor of the authors’ assertions that vaterian carcinoma 
is largely the result of malignant transformation of an adenoma.

Also, the reduced size and the histopathological nature of the ampullary adeno-
carcinoma lead to the conclusion that this type of neoplasm is one with reduced 
aggressiveness.

The conventional radiological examination is excellently complemented by the com-
puted tomographic exploration or by magnetic resonance that can detect space replace-
ment processes with dimensions up to 1 cm. These are seen as small occurrences in the 
duodenal lumen, which cannot be detected by the standard radiological examination.

The report of detection of space replacement processes by the two associated 
methods, the examination of the duodenum in double-contrast and computed 
tomography or MRI, actually highlights a double number of processes of space 
replacement at the level of the ampulla of Vater, regardless of its size. Comparison 
of these two exploration techniques with each other, but also with endoscopic 
exploration, reveals a greater specificity of magnetic resonance exploration than 
computed tomographic exploration.

Semelka et al. [19], in a study on the reliability of radiological and imaging 
scanning techniques versus ERCP, concluded on the superior specificity of magnetic 
resonance scanning compared to computed tomography. At the same time, con-
sidering the potential risks of retrograde endoscopic cholangiopancreatography, it 
recommends MRI as the diagnostic method with the highest degree of specificity.

In conclusion, we have considered all the radio-imagistic methods of detecting 
the process of space replacement in the case of the vaterian ampullomas, which we 
presented at the beginning of this subchapter.

3.3 The presence of the Frostberg sign

The Frostberg sign, also known as the inverted “3” sign (Figure 5), represents, 
from a radiological point of view, a semiological contour modification, which 
translates into an enlargement of the duodenal papilla, in the center of which the 
insertion of the biliary and pancreatic ducts remains fixed.

From the etiological point of view, this radiological modification is nonspecific; 
it can be present both in the malignant tumors of the ampulla of Vater and in any 
enlargement of the head of the pancreas, whatever the cause.

Figure 4. 
The lacuna in a vaterian ampulloma.
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The existence of Frostberg’s sign actually pleads for the secondary invasion of 
the ampullar “carrefour.”

Radiologically the two convexities connected between them represent in fact the 
edges of the papilla, and the opacified spines between them correspond to filling 
the papillary orifice with contrast agent.

The existence of the Oddi sphincter, but at the same time the tumor infiltration, 
does not allow the reflux of the contrast agent neither in the duct of Wirsung nor in 
the main biliary duct.

The conventional treatises of conventional radiology place Frostberg’s sign as the 
second in frequency in the radiological semiology of the vaterian ampulloma. At 
the same time, the specificity of this radiological manifestation is relatively small, 
recognizing that translating the enlargement of the papilla, in fact a papillary suf-
fering, is incriminated, without being able to indicate its substrate.

Ferruci [20] considers the Frostberg sign to be a relatively rare sign, which has 
specificity with regard to the damage of the duodenal papilla, without being able to 
define the cause of this change.

The presence of the Frostberg sign in almost 60% of cases is detected in the 
vaterian ampullomas.

Although not pathognomonic, it is also found in pancreatic disorders; the 
Frostberg sign is frequently detected in ampullary carcinomas. With it we can 
differentiate, using the conventional radiological exploration only as a method of 
investigation, the vaterian ampulloma from the primitive duodenal malignancies. 
This assertion is based on the fact that any primitive malignant tumor, in which 
the developing area also includes the papilla, infiltrates the ampullae by erasing its 
outlines and damaging the specific architecture of the papillary folds.

Being a radiological contour modification, in the case of the double-contrast 
duodenum examinations, an exploration that achieves the maximum luminal 
distension is much better highlighted and thus reveals the finest modification of the 
duodenal contour.

3.4 Rigidity

In the case of ampullary adenocarcinomas, the segmental rigidity, from the level of 
the internal contour of the descending duodenum, above and/or underlying the tumor 
lesion, translates the neoplastic invasion by contiguity of the duodenal wall itself.

Figure 5. 
Frostberg sign.
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It is considered that the presence of rigidity on the internal contour of the 
descending duodenum is a radiological sign, which, associated with the lacuna, 
gives the radiological image a certain specificity regarding the vaterian ampulloma.

Taking into account the pathophysiological substrate of rigidity and consider-
ing that the vaterian ampullomas are neoplasms with reduced aggression, a small 
percentage of only 20% is explained, so the duodenal invasion is present in less than 
a quarter of cases [1].

The presence of rigidity is considered important because it is one of the first 
signs that can be highlighted by the standard radiological examination, especially 
by the double-contrast probe duodenography, the method that achieves the most 
reliable distension of the duodenal lumen. Highlighting a segment that presents 
rigidity, including the duodenal papilla, may be useful in associating the Frostberg 
sign. In this case, a radiological differential diagnosis can be made between the 
vaterian ampulloma and papillary disorders of other etiologies. The presence of 
rigidity in the absence of the Frostberg sign reduces the probability of the existence 
of a vaterian ampulloma, but it cannot completely exclude this diagnostic possibil-
ity. At the opposite pole is the hypotonic duodenography, which, due to the lack of 
duodenal functional information, highlights the rigidity with more difficulty.

From a dimensional point of view, the rigidity in the case it exists within the 
vaterian ampulloma has dimensions between 3 and 5 cm.

3.5 The imprint

Ferruci [20] considers the imprint an important sign of conventional radiologi-
cal exploration in detecting a space replacement process located in the vicinity of 
the duodenum, without necessarily having the meaning of a neoplasm.

Although it is an intrinsic neoplastic process, the vaterian ampulloma may 
induce imprinting due to the accompanying pancreatic reaction or, another expla-
nation would be that the vaterian ampulloma invaded the pancreas. Regardless of 
the nature of the cause in the situation of the vaterian adenocarcinoma, the impres-
sion is the result of the dimensional increase at the level of the head of the pancreas.

In the case of the vaterian ampullomas, the imprint is found in up to 20%  
of cases.

The vaterian neoplasm is not a type of malignancy of the duodenum, but is 
localized within the duodenum, the vaterian ampulla being not a neighboring 
organ.

Figure 6. 
Vaterian ampulloma: Imprint.
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Figure 6. 
Vaterian ampulloma: Imprint.
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Figure 7. 
Folds aligned above the lesion.

The imprint may occur due to the segmental enlargement of the head of the 
pancreas, due to the perilesional edema.

In any case, the imprint due to vaterian ampulloma is less spread on the contour 
of the descending duodenum than in the case of pancreatic cephalic malignancies. 
In the case of neoplasms with localization in the head of the pancreas, the associa-
tion of changes in the extremity of the mucosal folds in the vicinity of the neoplasm 
is mentioned almost constantly, by the appearance of what bears the name of “T 
fold.” Vaterian ampullomas never associate this change in orientation of the mucosal 
folds (Figure 6).

The presence of the imprint could possibly be a radiological sign of differentia-
tion between the duodenal malignancies and the vaterian ampullomas but with a 
higher specificity between the duodenal tumors and any other tumor spread to the 
level of the descending duodenum.

3.6 Changes of mucosal folds

Although the tumor process originates from the epithelium of the structures of 
the ampulla of Vater, its location makes the effect on the duodenal mucosal folds 
important.

In 70% of vaterian ampullomas, modifications of the mucosal folds are 
described, and unlike the primitive duodenal malignancies, there are also 30% of 
cases in which there is no evidence of duodenal mucosal damage.

Alignment of the extremities of the folds on the internal contour of the descend-
ing duodenum may indicate a neoplastic process, either ampullary or neighbor-
ing—head of the pancreas–but may also be encountered in the case of pancreatitis 
or perivisceritis, being a nonspecific sign. In the case of the vaterian ampullomas, 
the alignment of the folds takes place above the papilla (Figure 7).

The presence of disorganized folds, although reduced in number, is important 
from a diagnostic point of view [1], being considered the disorganized folds in 
the descending duodenum as a sign of damage to the duodenal papilla. It can be 
concluded that this type of radiological modification cannot differentiate between 
ampullary malignancies and invasion of the ampulla of Vater by pancreatic cephalic 
neoplasms.

A more important extension at the level of the duodenal mucosa determines the 
presence of folds interrupted at the level of the second topographic segment of the 
duodenum.
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The existence of ampulla of Vater adenocarcinoma does not, however, require 
the disappearance of all mucosal folds at the papilla level. A neoplastic infiltra-
tion of the papilla can lead to the deletion of the longitudinal fold and at the same 
time to a thickening of the superior fold, in which the diagnosis can only be made 
endoscopically, possibly with the association of multiple biopsies.

It should be noted that the dual contrast method of duodenography allows 
for a much more reliable study of mucosal folds, especially those at the duodenal 
papilla level, which requires maximum distension of the duodenal lumen, as well as 
double-contrast air-barium exploration.

3.7 Thickness of the duodenal wall

Direct measurement of the thickness of the duodenal wall, either by computed 
tomography or magnetic resonance examination, is one of the most reliable indica-
tors that show the damage of the duodenal wall, regardless of whether it is a neo-
plastic invasion or an inflammatory reaction (Figure 8).

If one compares the changes in the thickness of the duodenal wall from the duo-
denal tumors and the vaterian ampullomas, it is concluded that the ratio is exactly 
reversed, that is, in the case of the ampullomas, the probability that the duodenal 
wall has a normal thickness is 80%. Thus, the thickened wall raises the assumption 
of a primitive duodenal neoplasm more quickly than of a vaterian ampulloma but 
does not exclude it.

At the same time, the analysis of the dimensions of the parietal thickening 
according to the classification in the three subgroups, namely, the wall thickness 
with values between 4–6, 6–8, and over 8 mm, will show that in the case of the 
vaterian ampullomas, the wall can be thickened only up to 6 mm.

In conclusion, in the case of an ampullary neoplasia besides the fact that the 
probability of the presence of a thick duodenal wall is relatively small, in less than 
one fifth of cases, this thickening is minimal, the duodenal wall not exceeding 
6 mm, as opposed to the duodenal malignancies in which at least in two-thirds of 
the cases we encountered a parietal thickening of more than 6 mm.

Also, the parietal thickening, in the case of neoplasms of the ampulla of Vater, 
has been shown to be unilateral, so it is an impairment of the duodenal wall through 
contiguity and at the same time limited.

The measurement of the parietal thickness is done either within the CT scan or 
by magnetic resonance scan, the results being identical [1, 21, 22].

3.8 Tumor extension

As with parietal thickening, the study of tumoral extension, either by contigu-
ity, or by lymphatic or blood route, of the vaterian ampullomas is carried out by the 

Figure 8. 
Duodenal parietal change in the papilla.
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two radioimaging methods, namely, computed tomography and magnetic reso-
nance imaging. The comparative results of the two methods proved to be identical.

The extension by contiguity, in the case of the ampullary neoplasms, consisted 
in reality only in the invasion of the pancreatic cephalic portion, the periduodenal 
space, as we described in the previous subchapters being normal.

Invasion of the head of the pancreas can be detected only in up to 20% of 
patients with vaterian ampulloma.

If we compare the existing data with those described in the case of the primitive 
duodenal malignancies, it can be observed that the numbers and the percentages 
of pancreatic invasions in the case of duodenal neoplasms are higher than the 
results in the case of the vaterian ampulloma. Thus, duodenal malignancies invade 
the pancreas in about 30% of cases, while in the case of ampullar carcinoma, this 
percentage is only 20%. This is an additional argument to support the idea that the 
vaterian ampulloma is a less aggressive form of neoplasm, even more “benign” than 
primitive duodenal malignancies.

The lymphatic extension results in radio-imagistic findings of adenopathy. In 
specialized literature, they are described as being possibly present in the case of 
vaterian ampullomas, as claimed by Semelka et al. [19], but they are extremely rare.

Extension through the bloodstream is evidenced by the presence of organ metasta-
ses, respectively located in the liver. Semelka et al. [19] describes the possibility of 
the existence of liver metastases in the case of the vaterian ampulloma.

The frequency of metastasis in ampullary neoplasms has been shown to be lower 
than in the case of primitive duodenal malignancies.

In conclusion, the vaterian ampullomas are neoplasms with reduced aggression, 
which is why Talamini et al. [2] state that compared to pancreatic carcinomas, 
ampullary carcinomas have a significantly higher resectability rate and a much 
better prognosis.

3.9 Modifications of the biliary and pancreatic ducts

If, in the case of the duodenal neoplasms, the impairment of the bile ducts was 
only limited to the increase of the choledoch caliber in a few cases, the dilation in 
these cases was moderate, that is, it did not exceed 1.5 cm; in the situation of the 
vaterian ampullae, an enlargement of the bile duct tree size is detected in all cases.

In order to be able to classify the caliber changes of the biliary ducts, we divided 
the cases into three groups, namely, those with a diameter of less than 1.5 cm, but 
over 0.9 cm, those with diameters between 1.5 and 2 cm, and those with a caliber of 
over 2 cm.

The value of 0.9 cm is considered by all authors to be the maximum value of the 
choledoch duct that can be considered normal.

It can be seen that most of the vaterian ampullomas, that is to say, 70% have a 
choledoch with a size between 1.5 and 2 cm and over 20% with a size of over 2 cm. A 
percentage of less than 10% shows a moderate increase in the size of the choledoch 
duct, i.e., up to 1.5 cm [1] (Figure 9a, b).

Semelka et al. [19] concluded that most of the neoplasms of the ampulla of Vater 
are defined by a significant increase in the size of the choledoch duct, considered by 
him to be over 1.5 cm, and that only in a limited number of cases does the chole-
dochal dilation not exceed 1.5 cm.

Regarding the radioimaging method for determining the dimensions of the cho-
ledoch duct, the same author, in a comparative study, concludes that the magnetic 
resonance scan, which also includes cholangio-MRI, is superior to the computed 
tomography, especially due to its ability to detect once again very small processes of 
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space replacement at the level of the ampulla of Vater, which are not evidenced by 
the computed tomographic examination. He also argues that the magnetic reso-
nance method is similar to ERCP from these points of view, but unlike the latter it is 
a noninvasive method.

If we compare it with the neoplasms of the head of the pancreas, we will notice 
that the dilation of the choledoch duct is reduced in terms of caliber, that is, in the 
case of pancreatic cephalic malignancies, the frequency of the presence of the cho-
ledoch dilation is much lower, of only about 30%, and dimensionally the choledoch 
rarely exceeds 1.5 cm.

Magnetic resonance exploration at the same time allows the study of the con-
tours of the terminal part of the choledoch (Figure 10).

The existence of an irregular contour, particular to a neoplastic infiltration, 
cannot be discussed, considering that the Oddi sphincter usually represents an 
anatomical barrier in the superior extension of the tumor. The association of the 
terminal part of the choledoch narrowing with its irregular contours guides the 
diagnosis either toward a distal cholangiocarcinoma or in the case of a choledochal 
invasion by a pancreatic neoplasm.

This is the reason why the analysis of changes in the biliary duct was limited to 
dimensional evaluation.

Due to the anatomical position, the ampullar neoplasm also determines the 
dilation of the duct of Wirsung but only in a third of the cases. Semelka et al. [19] 
considers the presence of a high-caliber Wirsung as a nonspecific sign, accompany-
ing the choledochal dilation, in a ratio similar to that found in our study.

Figure 9. 
(a, b) Changes of bile ducts in the vaterian ampulloma.

Figure 10. 
Changes in the bile duct in the ampulloma: Cholangio-MRI.
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3.10 Changes in the gallbladder

In the case of the vaterian ampullomas, changes of the gallbladder can also 
occur, namely, in volume, wall, as well as the presence of calcifications inside 
(Figure 11).

The changes of the gallbladder are detected by computed tomography or 
magnetic resonance in 33% of occurrences in the case of the vaterian ampullo-
mas, but without being able to distinguish if they were preexisting or caused by 
neoplasia [1].

Comparing to primitive duodenal neoplasms, there are no changes to the 
cholecyst.

It is considered that over 60% of the changes of the gallbladder in the tumor 
pathology of the duodenopancreatic region are detected in the cases of neoplasms 
of the ampulla of Vater. This leads to the conclusion that the presence of a gap in the 
periampullary region associated with changes in the choledochal caliber and with 
changes in the cholecyst leads the diagnosis to a vaterian ampulloma.

It is considered that there are no intracholecystic tumor masses and that the 
presence of vesicular lithiasis predominated in the case of the vaterian ampullomas.

In the case of ampullary carcinomas, there is no analysis of the changes of the 
vessels, due to their nonexistence, taking into account the anatomical reports of the 
ampulla of Vater.

4. Differential diagnosis

The vaterian ampulloma is a neoplastic entity with precise diagnostic elements, 
which reduces the list of possible differential diagnoses.

By anatomical topography, the only possible differential diagnoses are pancre-
atic neoplasm and duodenal malignancy.

For both diagnoses the role of CT and MRI is defined.
Pancreatic head neoplasm:
With the help of CT, but especially MRI, it is established from the beginning the 

location of the tumor mass, the size, the changes in structure, and the contrast of 
the pancreatic cephalic tumor mass. MRCP contributes to the analysis of changes in 
the biliary tree and duct of Wirsung, specific to pancreatic cephalic neoplasm.

Diagnostic elements from conventional radiological examination are not practi-
cally discussed.

Figure 11. 
Lithiasis and bladder distension associated with a vaterian ampulloma.
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